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NEW STUDENT COUNCIL
BUI Allison
Bob Jury
Jo Ann Conley
Iron Showaiter

President
.VIce-Presldent
.Secretary
*
-Treasurer

Senior Class
Elects Officers
Class officers and Student
Council- representatives for the
1962-63 senior class will be
Bobby Casey, president; Ann
Dean, vice ■ president; John
Thomas, treasurer; Janet Wilson, secretary; Brenda Owens,
Betty Jo Hancock, Eileen King,
Carolyn Brock, girl representatives; and Danny Blackburn,
Gary Harris, Jerry Simpson,
Steve Klbler, boy representatives. Details will be given in
next week's Progress.

neophyte Journalists that . . . a
reporter should have a nose for
news ... If you have that, and
you can have plenty of energy—
love of people, I think you'll Just
about have itHe added, "Reporting is nothing
but a mixture of common sense
and plain English—and accurate
putting down on paper."

Outstanding Men
To Be Recognized
Outsanding men In classroom
and from all campus organizations
will be honored at the annual
spring Men's Honors Day next
Wednesday in assembly.
Mr. Clifton Basye, assistant professor of physics, will deliver the
principal address. His subject is,
"Why?"
Presiding will be Don Whitaker,
president, of OAKS, and Don Showaiter, president of KIE. Principal events are the recognition of
senior men students with a three
and a half year standing of 2.25,
and the recognition of freshmen,
sophomores, and Juniors with a
2.8 standing or above.
Both newly-chosen and outgoing
members of the two men's honor
urles, OAKS for seniors and Juniors
and KIE for sophomores, will also
be recognised.
Awards will be presented by
members of the faculty and seniors
with high scholastic standings.
Presidents of the various campus organizations and departments
and those in the departments with
exceptional scholastic records will
be presented.

m
rrogressCJX...
coirors,

Advisor Go To
Press Seminar
Governor Bert T. Combs told
about 100 college editors and advisors that "Never before in the
history of the world has fresh
thinking been needed so much as
it Is here at the threshold of
space."
Speaking at a press-government
conference at the state capital, the
governor said that the editors had
been Invited so that Kentucky can
get new Ideas and new thought.
Governor Combs had invited the
staff member and faculty advisors of all state college newspapers
to take part in the seminar. It was
similar to affairs previously held
for professional newspapermen and
radio station executives.
Representing Eastern were Don
Feltner, director of publicity sod
publication, and advisor to the
"Progress, Berry Wireman, Ash'
land. Letters to the Editor Editor,
Ronnie Wolfe, Falmouui, managing
editor, Mary Ann Nelson, Gray,
news editor, and Ben Oartinhour,
Lawrenceburg, news writer.
The seminar was designed to
give the student newsmen an opportunity to ask questions. about
the operation of state government.
Key members of the governor's
cabinet were present to help answer questions. Governor Combs
also asked questions of the editors.
The seminar was held at 10 a.m.
in the House of Representative
chamber. More than 100 attended.
The editors and newsmen were
guests at a luncheon In the governor's residence at noon Thursday.

This Is The Set - up!
All grades for students receiving degrees, both graduate and
undergraduate, must be in the Registrar•» Office by 9:00 a.m. on
Wednesday, May 28. Final examinations for students receiving degrees
should be given at the last class meeting prior to Tuesday, May 22.
Grades for all other college students must be in the Registrar's
Office by 9:00 a.m. Monday, June 4. Following is the final exahiination schedule for these students:
Saturday Hnssrn will have the final examination on Saturday,
May 26.
Examinations for night classes will begin on Monday, May 28, and
will be given at the respective class periods during that week.
Classes meeting at the periods Indicated below will have their examinations on the date indicated:
Examination will be given:
ti
Class Period:
i
1st Monday—May 28
:• 1st MTh—1 MTh 7 Tu
1st Friday—June 1
' 1st TuF—1 TWF
3rd Monday—May 28
» 2nd MTh—2 MTh 8 Tu
2nd Tuesday—May 29
2nd TuF—2 TWF—2 WF
3rd Friday—June 1
3rd MTT—3 TT-3MF
4th Wednesday—May 30
4th MW—4 WF—4 WF 6Tu
4th Tuesday—May 29
4th MTT
5th Friday—June 1
5th MWF
5th Friday—June 1
5th TTF
6th Wednesday—May 30
6th MWF—6 MW—4 WF
6th Tuesday—May 29
6th TT
6th Tuesday— May 29
8th TuF
7th Monday—May 28
■ 7th MWF—7 MF—7 WF
7th Thursday—May 31
7th TT
8th Wednesday—May 30
' 8th MWF—8 MW
8th
Tuesday—May 29
8th TT
9th Monday—May 28
9th MWF—9MW
9th Thursday—May 31
9th TT
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Awards Given To
Staff Members At
Progress Banquet

\
I

THE BEST
MOTHERS

Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College, Richmond, Kentucky

Friday, May II, 1962

Names of the 1982-63 Program
editors were revealed Wednesday
night at the annual Program banquet. Marian Baxsy, present editor-in-chief, made the announcement.
xhe editors were chosen upon
recommendation of the Director of
Student Publications, Mr. Donald
Feltner, and were unanimously
elected by the Student Board of
Publications.
Ronnie Wolfe, Junior from Falmouth, will hold the number one
post as editor-in-chief. Ronnie was
%- managing editor of this year's
"Progress." Second In command
wjll be Ben Cartinhour, news staff
writer, who Is a Junior from Lawranwebarg. He will be managing
editor.
Mary Ann Nelson will conUnue
•t her present post of news editor.
a pry Ann is a sophomore from
rays. Olenda "Sam" Hewlett,
fresman from Lexington, will
maintain her present position as
organizations editor. Doug Whitlock, freshman from Richmond,
will continue as the sports editor.
Dan MacDonald, a Junior from
Ml Sterling, will be the new military editor. This will be Dan's
first year with the Progress. Steve
McMillan, a junior, will become the
business manager for the coming
year. Steve was on the business
staff this year.
The new editors will take command with the first issue for September 14, registration week.
Outstanding members of this
year's staff were recognised at the
asquet. Receiving plaques for dlslialstiiiil service were Marian,
Ronnie, Gerald Orlffln, speaker,
Berry Wireman, Jim Farrla, Chester Buchanan, George Depp, and
Mary Ann.
/
Staff writers, photegraphea. and
business staff members weijs presented with gold pins. Ben, Judy
Woods, Erma Ridge, Doug, Tom
Blankenship, Ronnie, Pat Grant,
Melva Groot, Linda Cahoon, Tom
Ooffey, Jeff Miller, and Ed Odor
received pin*.
Editor Marian presented the
Progress's recently-won certificate
for first place In the national Columbia Scholastic Press ratings to
President Martin, who then returned it to the Progress for their
use.
Addressing the group was Gerald
Griffin of the Louisville "Oourler.rournal" Bluegraas Bureau. He reviewed his experiences in "Forty
Years of Journalism" and told the

.
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Senator Cooper To Speak
At 55th Commencement
U. S. Senator John Sherman
Cooper will deliver tne address at
the 55th spring commencement of
Eastero May 31, President Robert
R. Martin said today.
About 500 candidates will be
awarded degrees in the Hirarr.
Brock Auditorium exercises.
A Republican from Somerset
Cooper has served during foul
terms in the U. S. Senate and as
Ambassador to India and Nepal.
He was first elected to the U.S.
Senate at a special ejection held
In 1946 to fill the unexpired term
of Albert B. Chandler, who resigned.
In 1952 he was re-elected in- the
THIS IS TONIGHT! The Progress staffs second annual banquet yielded smiles and awards this past Wed- general election to fill the unexnesday evening. Marian Bazzy, editor of the Progress is here presenting the Columbia .Scholastic Press
rating of first class In the form of a certificate to President Robert R. Martin. Watching the presentation
are Mr. Don Feltner, Director of Publications, and Mr. Gerald Griffin of the Lexington Bureau of the
Courier-Journal, the speaker at the occasion.

Stivers, Toppass
King And Queen
OfJr.-Sr.Prom
Jim Stivers, Eminence, and Jane
Toppass, Frankfort, reigned as
King and Queen of the annual
Junior-Senior Prom last Friday
night in the Student Union Building. Their attendants were Jim
Montgomery, Barbara Rose,
Brandt Coleman, and Nancy Hill.
Junior Attendants elected last
week were John Thomas, Jo Ann
Conley, John Reed, and Carolyn
Brock. The "Hawaiian Cruise" featured the Barney Rapp band of
Cincinnati.
Jim, a commerce and .English
major, plans to teach after his
graduation In June. Besides studying, Jilh works on the Progress,
Milestone, Student Council, Eastern debate team, Canterbury Club,
the English honorary, and Sigma
Tau Pi and Pi Omega Pi, the commerce organizations.
Jane, an elementary education
major also plans to teach. Besides
being Queen, Jane is secretary of
the 1062 "Milestone", and recently,
she received the F. W. O'Donnell
Award for the most outstanding
contribution to the Young Women's
Christian Association.
Attendants Jim and Barbara are
also active In extra-curricular activities. Jim works on the Milestone, while Barbara has been
cheerleader and president of the
YWCA.
Brandt and Nancy, the other attendants, are both Qhioans. Brandt
is a social science major from
Cleves, while Nancy is an elementary education major from Cincinnati.
Junior attendants were John
Thomas, Geneva, Indiana; and Jo
Ann Conley, Patntsville; John
Reed, Brobksville, and Carolyn
Brock, Frankfort.
Art work for the prom was done
by Betty Jo Hancock while Don
Dykes and Bud Berry assisted in
the building of the various decorative pieces.

Showaiter To Give
Mother's Day Talk
James Showaiter, Louisville senior, will deliver the principal address Sunday at the 25th annual
Mother's Day program at 3 p. m.
in the Keen Johnson Student Union
Building.
The program is sponsored! by
the college social committee, directed by Mrs. Emma Y. Case,
dean of women. It will honor the
mothers of the Eastern students,
to whom inyltgtJons have b*a» .ex-,
tended. Mrs. Case founded the'
program at Eastern in 1937.
Showaiter, president of the
Eastern student council, will speak
on the subject, "Man is-What His
Mother Makes Him."
Martin To Address Mothers
President Robert R. Martin will
address the mothers. Title of his
address Is "The College, The Parents, The Students."
Miss Linda Murrell, senior from
Irvine, will preside at the program.
Other students participating in
JAMES SHOWALTER
.the program include Tom Henderson, Bethlehem; Carolyn King, Frank Bolin, Louisville; Ann Marie
Whltley City; Danny Hanson, Lex- Fagan, Richmond, and Gary Mor
ris, Louisville.
ington; Charoiette Sharp, WilFaculty committee members are
liamsburg; Ilene Osbourne, Sanders; ' Barbara Banes, Dillsboro Mrs. Case, chairman; Mrs. Park
Baldwin,
Miss Willie Moss, Mrs.
Ind.; Galand Pettys, Richmond;
William Reed, Harrodsburg, anil Blanche Seevers. Miss Pearl Buchanan, Dr. Quentin Keen, WilMary Ann Lackey, Richmond.
liam Stocker, Dean Gatwood, Tom
The college choir, directed by- McHone, Dr. William Sprague,
James E. Van Peursem, will pre- and Dr. John Rowlett.
sent four selections and will assist
the quartet of Miss Osbourne, Miss
Ganes, Pettys and Reed in the
singing of "Benedlctus."
WE MAKE ERRORS
An Informal reception will be
The Progress erroneously reheld in Burnam Hall following
ported that Dr. Frederick Ogthe program.
den, last week's assembly
Student members of the social
speaker, spoke on "The Privcommittee are Ann Stanley Johnson, Winchester; Jim Montgomery, acy of Politics." He spoke on
the Primacy of Politics."
Middlesboro; Mary Long Carpenter, Shelbyvllle; David W. Brewer,
Frankfort; Lois Scent, Bellevuc;

Milestone Honors To Be
Presented Tomorrow Night
Jeannie Gayle Sanders, Miss rc.-i.--t
em of 1982; Miss Ann Stanley
Johnson, Miss Popularity, and
James Campbell, Mr. Popularity;
the trophy to the person selected
by a secret faculty committee to
the Eastern Hall of Fame, and the
Milestone Achievement Award, presented to the Milestone section
editor who contributed more to the
yearbook.
Plaques will be presented to 17
About 50 persons will be honor- section
editors and 40-hour pins
ed tomorrow evening at the annual to 11 others who contributed at
Milestone Banquet. Approximately least 40 hours to the yearbook's
production.
100 are expected to attend.
persons who were selected
The first annual Milestone Dis- byNine
heads of academic divisions
tribution Dance will immediately (in effect
at the beginning of the
follow the banquet, the dance | school year)
will be honored for
beginning at 8:30 In Walnut Hall. their scholastic
standing in these
Sponsored Jointly by the Milestone respective divisions.
and the Student Council, the dance
Introduced as one of the new
will feature music by "The features
of the Milestone will be
Shades." and ,the distribution of the hall of
Fame award. The perthe 1982 Milestones.
son was selected by a secret faculty
At the banquet, trophies will be committee, a.'.er nominations were
presented to winners of popularity made by Collegiate Pentacle and
and scholarship contests sponsored OAKS and approved by the Board
by the 1962 Milestone during the of Student Publications. The award
current school year and awards will go to the person having conto editors and staff members of the tributed most to Eastern, In three
Milestone.
years of college life here. Criteria
Highlights of the banquet will be used in the selection Included acathe presentation of trophies to Miss demic standing, activity in campus

Fifty Persons
Will Receive
Awards

I,

Interviews For
Teaching Jobs
Are Scheduled

SEN. JOHN SHERMAN COOPER

he received an A. B. degree.
Cooper also attended Cen-tre College. He holds a deg:ee from
Harvard Law School and honorary
LL.D. degrees from Centre College, University of Kentucky,
Georgetown College and Br.-:a
College. Lincoln Memorial Unf»'erslty and Nasson College, Springvale, Maine, has awarded him the
honorary L.H.D. degrees.
He has served as advisor to
Secretary of State, Dean Acheson,
at the London and Brussels meetings of the Council of Minis..e/s
of the North Atlantic Treaty
Organization. In 1958 he was congressional advisor to the U.S. Dalegation to the UNESCO Conference, In Paris.
A veteran of World War H, enlisting as a private in 1942 and
being discharged as a captain, he
served with the Third Army in
Normandy, France, and Luxembourg and was awarded the Bronze
Star during WW II. At the end
of the war,.at Munich, he headed
the reorganization of the German
Judicial System in Bavaria.
He has served on the board of
trustees at the University of Kentucky, Georgetown College and
Centre College.

pired term of the late Virgil
Chapman and again in 1956, upon
the death of Alben W. Barkley.
In 1960 he again wa« re-elected
to the Senate for the term ending January 3. 1967.
Monday—
Mr. Roberta M. Goforth, Super- Yale Graduate
A 1923 graduate of Yale, where
intendent of the Wllllamsburg local School District, Wllllamsburg,
Ohio, will be on campus this day to
interview prospective teachers in
the following fields:
Elementary Education.
High School—English, Spanish,
Math, Instrumental Music.
Interviews will be held In Room
22, Administration Building, beginning at 1:00 p.m.
Tuesday—
Governor Bert Combs heard hand when he said, "Governor,
Mrs. Vcrdella C. Beverly, Ele- questions Wednesday night con- it's worth the $2,000 difference to
mentary StfpefttsoT-of UTB Henry cerning teachers' salaries, addi- teach in Kentucky."
County Schools, New Castle, Ken- tional classroom facilities and
said that teachers shouldtucky, will be on campus this day problems concerning the slow and*' Combs
t have to pay a penalty, however,
to interview prospective teachers gifted child in a frank question and n
to teach In Kentucky. He said
for next year. She needs 1 first answer session attended by about that he considered it more Importgrade, 3 second grade, and 2 sixth 200 Eastern faculty members. _
ant to keep the good teachers In
grade teachers. Interviews'will be
This was the second in his series Kentucky than to have many of the
held in Room 22, Administration of visits to Kentucky state colleges material buildings and equipment
Building, beginning at 9 a.m.
to svrap ideas with educators and that is urgently needed in the
administrators. He attended the schools. "If you have a good
Wednesday—
first
of this series Monday at Ken- teacher," he said, "I believe he
Mr. John W. Denton, General
could teach without the classroom,
Manager, New York Life Insur- tucky State College.
In emphasizing the purpose of if he has to."
ance Company, Kentucky General
Office,, will be on campus this day the informal get-together, Governor
In answer to a question concernto interview, graduating seniors. Combs said that he has found that ing weak students being permitted,
Interviews will be held In Room college teachers are a vitally Im- under the Constitution, to enroll
22, Administration Building, be- portant factor In forming public in college in Kentucky, Combs said
opinion. "You have the opportuni- "I believe that every youngster
ginning at 9 a.m.
Persons interested in an appoint- ty to talk with youngsters day after has the right to be exposed to a
ment with the above, should report day and the average person will college education." The State Conto Room 1, Administration Build- listen to college students," he said stitution permits graduates of acin pointing out that perhaps the credited high schools to enter a
ing.
best way to get more aid for edu- Kentucky college.
£cation is to educate the people
Combs said that the junior colfirst.
program should help in this
Most of the questions concerned lege
and that the vocational
finances and Combs said that we respect
school
program definitely would
need to spend more for education. Jielp In providing
trade skill oppor"Kentucky Is 42d from the top In
per capita Income spent on educa- tunities for many.
The problem of teaching loads
tion," he said. "Certainly, we need
spend more tax dollars on edu- was raised. President Robert R.
The Kentucky String Quartet of to
Martin answered in this way: "It's
Eastern will present Its final con- cation."
Teachers' salaries was a point a simple matter of arithmetic."
cert of the season Monday at 8 discussed
he
said. "We are given a budget;
considerably. Gov.
o'clock in Hiram Brock Auditorium
when you decrease the number of
Combs
said
that
salaries
have
been
on the campus. The quartet will getting better in recent years "and teaching hours, you add more faculpresent works by Mozart, Ravel I certainly hope that they will con- ty members. This means that the
and Brahms.
tinue to Improve." He explained salaries of the faculty must be
The Kentucky Quartet has been that the start had to begin at the decreased."
enthusiastically received In con- bottom, beginning with the elemenCombs praised the Eastern adcerts at several colleges and uni- tary and secondary grades, In or- ministration and said that "Presiversities in the Tri-State area. der to build a strong foundation dent Martin Is doing a whale of
Next season appearances will be first.
a Job. This is accepted throughmade in Michigan, Ohio, North
In the discussion of college facul- out Kentucky."
Carolina, and West Virginia.
ty salaries paid in Kentucky in
Prior to the faculty dinner, •
Members of the quartet are: Comparison with those paid in new oil painting of former govAland Staples and Miriam Oppelt, other states, Dr. J. T. Dorris, re- ernor Keen Johnson was unveiled
violin: Robert Oppelt, viola, Lyle tired government professor and In Walnut Hall of the Keen Johnson
Wolfram, cello. The public is in- curator of the Dorris Museum at Student Union Building, replacing
(Continued en Page Six)
Eastern, lended the Governor a
vited to this free concert.

Governor Exchanges Ideas
With ESC Faculty Members

Eastern String
Quartet To
Present Concert

organizations, personality, and contributions to Eastern.
Academic Honors
The nine division academic winners will be honored in the 1982
Milestone in a new section entitled, "Academic Superlatives."
Winners of these awards arc: Corliss Keesey, fine arts; W. A. Broaddus, applied arts: Jim Showaiter,
science; Nancy Rodgers, mathematics; Linda Gassaway, literature
and language; Jim Farris, health
and physical education: Margaret
Barczuk, education; and John Hancock, social science.
Guests of honor at the banquet
will Include Piesident and Mrs.
Martin; M. E. Mattox, Dr. Saul
Hounchell and Mrs. Emma Y.
Case, all of whom will retire at
the end of this year; Robert Walter, Knoxvillc. publisher of the 1962 J
Milestone and J. F. Mullaney. Cincinnati, of Osborne Photographic
Laboratories.
Pins will be awarded to Bobby
Leigh, Brenda Owens. Caroline
Oaks, Don Whitaker, Emma Lee
Lakes, Judy Azblll, 'Nan Pack, Jeff QUESTIONS, PLEASE—Governor Bert Combs, who entertained pertinent questions at a fraafc •nesttea sad
Miller, Tom Coffey, Arlene Calico -uiswer discussion attended by about 200 Eastern faculty members. Is pictured with local lessees Just following the meeting. From left: former governor Keen Johnson: Earie B. Combs, vice-chairman ef MM
and Patti Byrne.
Seniors receiving section editor Eastern board of regents; Governor Combs; Representative Willie Green; President Robert B. Martin, aad
Dr. Russell I. Todd, member of the Eastern board of regents.
(Continued on Page 2)
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Dr. Fred Ogden To Direct
Political Science Department

Eastern Progress
i' '
! 'I

Member of Associated Collegiate Press
o»o
Association; Columbia Scholastic Press
*M
Association; and Kentucky Press Asso.o/Av!,
clition. Represented for National AdV^BILY,.
vertlslng by National Advertising Ser"Jrllima'*
vice, New York. N. Y.
e«tsr>
Weekly Student Publication of Eastern Kentucky State College
Published weekly throughout the "school year, except for examine
Mon periods and holidays, by the authority of the Board of Studcrt
Publications, at Eastern Kentucky Slate College, and urder the general management of Don Feltner. Director. Division of Publicity and
Publications.
Entered as Second Class matter at the Post Office in Richmond
Kentucky.
MARIAN BAZZY
RONNIE WOLFE
Editor-in-Chief
.Managing Editor
Mary Ann Nelson
News Editor
Glenda "Sam" Hewlett
Organizations Editor
Doug Whltlock
Snorts Editor
James Farris
Military Editor
Berry Wireman
Letters to Editor-Editor
NEWS STAFF: Judy Woods. Ben Cartinhour, Sandy Goodlett.
Berry Wireman. Bruce Oosnev. Pat Grant. Erma Ridge. Harry
Canvobell, Larry Strange. Linda Cuhoon, Jim Stivers, Mary Jane
Mullins.
CARTOONISTS: William Chester Buchanan. Tom Blankenship.
Business Staff
George Dopp. Jr
Business Manager
Edwin Odor
Asst. Bus Mer
Steve McMillin
Ad Sales
Jeff Miller .....".
Circulation Manager

By BEN < All! INIIOIU
vocational opportunities will await I
WHim In Journalism
Any person interested in going
Bs"tern has crossed another him tpon graduation? "In view of
frontier in the field of education the Importance of "overnment and Into the field of journalism w!M
wil'i ihe e -in ilishm it of the new i politics In our society we have to also need to have good background
Department of Political Science ! have peonle with a kn^w'edere and I in governmental composition. fwnunder -.<« direction of Df. Freder- ' understanding in this field and who \ datlon. and function because of the
ick D. Ogden.
I will be ab'e to take rmsltlons of j vast amount of reporting that will
have to be done of governmental
The department WPH create I 'n«t \ leadership in our society, und the j| operations
and policy.
summer with the admission of Dr. i work tak^n In porltical science will
With the beginning of Ihe fall
Ogdun to the Eiatern faculty Now Erovide them with an excellent
Eastern students will be able to ackgroi'nd." says Dr. Ogden In a | semester, two move mr.n will be
added to the faculty of the departearn ■ n A.B degree in the area I recent Interview.
ment. Se Jin Kim, a graduate stuof political science that was form'
PoaalMlltles
erly not offered.
A degree in political science does dent at the University of Massahas already been added
The requirements for a major Is I not 'ead to anv snecific tvpe of chusetts
the second man is still under
Sti hour, in the political tries :•• 1 positions or 1employment, however and
consideration. Mr. Kim will be
| field »illi, of course. a gMrral witn this kin ] of background th<"-e
subjects in the area of
background in oUer si bjrets vail l are many and increasing possibil- teaching
American
internation18 hours for a minor. The general ities. Trained personnel are needed al politics government,
■ •in r-.es of study at Eastern will be at every level of government em- ernments. and comparative govin the areas of American and state Dloyment. from field representaKing l«iyes
governments, international ri-lu tive to top administrative positions
Piesently Mr. James O. King Is
lions, the political process, public In many bureaus. A basic back- teaching
part-time
In the departUrn and administration,' political ground In the study of law In- ment, but he will be leaving at the
theory, and others.
creases the opportunities for em- end of the semester to accept the
'Upon graduation from Eastern, ployment in the international field. position of Administrative Assiststudents can do graduate work ut .cither as a member of the United ant to the Commissioner of Parks
another college or university in States Foreign Service or with an- in Frankfort.
these fields or in others sucli as other department of government.
Before coming to Eastern, Dr.
Photography Staff
diplomacy oi public administra- There Is also the possibility for a Ogden was on the facilty at the
Tom Coffev. Jeff Miller
Staff Photographer
position
in
international
agencies
tion In which a generous backUniversity of Alabama's DepartGeorge Lyom
Photographer Adviser
ground in political science would in such specialised - organizations ment of Political Science for 15
as the United Nations.
be invaluable.
years. He received his Ph.D. from
Or if a person was not interested John Hopkins University and is
But why Uien~$hpuid a person
employment, piesently engaged in" co-authoring
study political science and what i n governmental
many private business are looking a text book on comparative Eurfoi people with government back- opean Governments.
grounds for employment in their
Any person interested in a politioverseas offices. There Is also a cal science major or minor is
great need for government teach- urged to contact Dr. Ogden in
ers at the secondary level and in Room 29. Coates Administration
colleges and universities.
Building.
Dear Editors:
Anyone who knows anything
about Eastern, knows that we have
here a growing concern in higher
education. It has been said I do
not know by whom—that Eastern's
mission, or reason for being, is
to prepare her students for a responsible role in their communat the Lancaster Avenue entrance , fortunate to have one of its mem ities, the state of Kentucky, an.4
By CAROLYN OAKS
Progress stall Writer
to the campus.
bers. George Wilcox, as Vice-Presi- the nation. We students have as
During the late fall and the winter, one of the more
Since
the
beginning
of
this
ordent
of the Southern Association of much right to be proud of Eastern
By JIM STIVERS
The first Student Association and
success is a record release called
common complaints among the students was about the Student Council at Eastern was ganization. it has Increased in size Student Governments. This is an as any member of the faculty or
Progress Staff Writer
"Someday."
administration,
for
after
four
years
in itself, plus the fact that
The
modern
tradition
of
attendLeas entertaining but just as depresence of barbed wire at ma.ny places on the cam- adopted in 1954 on a one-year trial and power. It sponsors different I honor
wer
are
supposedly
her
finished
Eastein
is
one
of
the
only
two
ing college baa made an imprint manding on students' time are the
basis. In 1955, it was adopted as activities thoughout the year, some
product.
pus.
schools
in
Kentucky
to
be
a
memin
cooperation
with
the
Kyma
Club.
on the finances of parents and stu jobs on campus, including work In
a permanent organization. It was
I do not tniruc any ot us claim dents alike. As a means to help the cafeteria, library, business offber of this national organization,
Now that sprinq is here and our beautiful \campus established on the principles of One thing that is on the agenda the
University of Kentucky being to be perfect. We have been known finance their education, many stu- Ices, dairy farm, and offices of
for next year is the establishment
maintaining
worthy
traditions,
enhas burst out in all its chlorophyl-enriched finery, one courage high ideals of conduct, of the Student Court with Bobby the other.
to pay unexpected calls on the dents work during their college college professors. Women students
During the past years since the girls' dormitories—eri masse—and career. Student jobs are as varied find employment as hostesses, re.
can hardly keep from thinking that maybe the barb- secure within the school unity, co- Spurlin as Chief Justice. Plans for
the girls have often been known and educational as the college ccptionlsis, secretaries, librarians,
establishment
of
the
Student
Counopeiation, and mutual'understand- it were made this year but due
ed wire was well-worth putting up with.
to various reasons, it failed to be cil, many things, through its ef- to appreciate it. We are notorious courses.
ing, etc.
and counselors. Men students find
One of the reprimands, often repeated, in assemWhile some students earn a part campus work in the maintenance
In the constitution was placed the established to begin operation. The forts, have been accomplished. It for walking on the grass, throwing
will
be
of
interest
to
see
how
procoke
cups
and
clgaretto
butts
on
odds
are
heavily
In
favor
of
its
of
their
expense
money,
others
department, library,
cafeteria,
blies and other gatherings, was to use the sidewalks right of every full-time undergrad- establishment next year.
gressive the Council will be next the sidewalks—where there are must earn enough to pay all of dairy farm and dormitory offices.
uate student to be members of the
year and what it will be able to sidewalks—and parking our cars their college expenses as well as
instead of cutting across the grass. It appears that organization. With this right of
wycox
These on-campus jobs furnish
where we know they are not sup- their normal living costs during students with an opportunity to
The Eastern Student Council is accomplish. enough students were thoughtful enough to heed the membership Is also Included the
possed to be. I could mention a the summer. These jobs are found work their hours out of class. The
right to debate issues and to vote
few other complaints against us in such fields as sates, secretarial work is close at hand and often afadvice, since now every part of the campus, not being when a vote is taken. Any member
students, such as picketing the work, farming, office jobs, coun- fords the students' with the opporused as a construction site, is covered with a luxuri- can be an officer providing that
Student Union Building and partic- seling, delivery jobs, construction, tunity to gain knowledge in their
for the previous year, they had
ant growth of bluegrass.
«•>
ipating in "good-bye" embraces and clerical Work. Other students respective fields.
maintained a grade point standing
on the front porches of the girls' find employment and play in the
Many students find off-campus
Now the walks are beinq widened, lessening the ot the school average, and be of
dormitories, when we know we same job such as at summer re- jobs more to their liking. These,
academic classification.
need to occasionaly trod on the grass, and the foli- aAnrertaln
are
supposed
to
participate
in
aorts
and
vacation
areas.
Among
students
work as salesmen in variofficers serves for one year
."good-night" embraces only. How- the more entertaining Jobs are ous storas in Richmond and in
aga should continue to prosper.
and may not succeed himself.
eyer,
I
do
not
believe
we.are
any
those found by students who'work their respective hometowns. Others
the first officers were electOne of Eastern's roost valued possessions is the When
ItyT the Virgin Mary became more lacking In character and good as a part of a band or in radio.
ed, Ronald Coffmau was the flrsl
Bf TODY WOODS
find worX of a practical nature in
manners
than
any
other
group
of
e
"Mother"
of
the
Roman
Cathonatural beauty that is so abundant here. Besides president and Katherine Piersau,
A Covlngton freshman, Ronnie service stations. One such student,
college
students.
Sunday
is
the
forty-seventh
annilic
faith.
Lowe,
finances
bis
college
career
first secretary.
John Prall, a senior, now manages
making college life more bearable at this time df theSome
The subject of "good manners" as a disc Jockey for radio station a service station in Richmond.'His
Later in England, the people set
of the problems that were versary of the annual national celeyeai"—exam time— the impression that it has on the brought before the Council that bration in honor of "the heft Jside a day called Mothering Sun- brings me to the crux of this let- WIRV in Irvine. Ronnie has a show position ensbles him to gain first
year were, the confusion in the mother that ever lived—yoijr ay, when all young people who ter. The calibre of students, fac- called "Night Run" which Is on the hand knowledge in the adminisnumerous high school seniors as they visit various in- hallways
were away from home went home ulty, and administrative officers air from 5:S0 Ul 7:15 each evening. trative field.
of Cammack at the time mother."
which Eastern will attract in the
stitutions goes a long way in helping them make their of class changes, crowding in the
From Eve to the Virgin Mary to for a visit.
Mark Neeley, Jimmy Kincer,
One industrious student meets
Julia Ward Howe, author of the future depends largely on the im- George Wilcox, and Tom Isaac, all the call of college costs through
cafeteria line, and the hours and today's Mom who waits for a letdecisions.
pression
which
all
of
us
present
Eastern students, earn all or part his job delivering papers in the
days of the grille. During the first ter from bet co-ed or college man, "Battle Hymn of the Republic"
—DW year, some of the things the Stu- people have reserved a very was first to suggest having to the public today. Everyone must of their college expense money as early hours of the morning. While
dent Council did for the school, special nook in their hearts for 8other's Day in this country, concede this fact, and recognize disc jockeys for station WEKY in some students grimace at the
sry Towels Sasseen. a Kentucky that it holds true from the lowest Richmond. In addition to financing thought of an eight o'clock class,
was to help In the building of the their mothers.
In Asia Minor, long before school teacher, observed the oc- freshman to the highest adminis- their college careers, these stu- this lad is just returning from his
patio at the back of the Student
Union Building, pictures for the re- Christianity, people worshipped casion in her community, and trative office in the college.
dents are gaining knowledge and
work.
On May 8, 1982,'I was ashamed, experience In a field that may be morning's
creation room of Burnam Hall, Rhea, the great mother of the Frank Hering and Anna Jarves
A more rugged Individual, Louis
for
the
first
time
in
four
years,
to
and construction of the brick sign gnds. With the advent of Christi- began campaigning for a nation(Continued from Page One)
their chosen profession.
Vaughan, finances Ms education
say I am an Eastern student. The
wide Mother's Day observance.
More jobs in the entertainment while building for a better Eastern.
plaques are: Art and Layout, Pat
In 1914 Congress recommended occasion w»s the arrival of the field will feature bands and sing- Louis is currently employed In the
Burgin; Class Editors. Phyllis
that a day be set apart to honor governor of Kentucky on this cam- ing groups. Gary Edwards and construction of new dormitories.
Fisher, Don Dix. Lois Webb; Stuthe American. Mother, "the great- pus to attend an Eastern faculty "The Shades" stay busy keeping Other students have followed bis
dent Life, Mary Jo Radden. Dottie
est source of the country's strength dinner. His automobile came to up with their dance jobs while example and applied their talents
a halt in front of the Student Union keeping up their grades. Gary and in like manner.
Mai Mews; sports, John Prall, Suzand inspiration."
anne Marcum Hager, Bill Gex;
Many of the world's most famous Building. A student member of his band play throughout Kentucky
Whan the question is asked,
Military, Harve Turner; Faculty
people have been inspired to great- Eastern'8 Campus Police was on In colleges and high schools as "Where is the ambition and spirit
and Administration, Jim Barrett,
ness by their mothers. Everyone hand to greet him and did so well as at dancing spots.
3rd and Main
of the younger generation?" let
Evelyn Craft Turner; Secretary,
knows how (ond Whistler was of gracefully. What we onlooking
The Maroons, a singing group the answer be found by looking at
Jane Toppass: Typist. Harriet Seahis mom and "What are Raphael's students presumed to be the official and band made up of Eastern stu- the young men and women who
Richmond, Kentucky
line; Honors, Chris Montgomery;
madonnas but the shadow of a greeting party waited in the front dents, is another example of stu- work to finance their college caOrganizations, Jim Stivers; and
mother's love fixed in permanent doorway of the Student Union dents earning while they enter- reers.
Business Manager, Jim MontgomBuilding apparently absorbed in tain. Led by Chuck Campbell, this
outlines forever?"
The jingle of the coin and a thirst'
ery.
Abraham Lincoln said, "I re- in conversation among themselves, group plays at colleges and high for knowledge join with the spirit
Milestones will he distributed to
while
the Governor of Kentucky schools and has made an appear- and ambition of youth in seeking
member my mother's prayers and
walked the considerable distance ance on television. Their latest an education.
those attending the dam <■. Distrithey follow me."
bution "ill be made at the main
Through the years many beauti- to them unescorted. I believe
bat rberk room, and the dance will
ful customs have developed con- somebody did offer to shake his
be held In the cafeteria. The grill
cerned with honoring mothers. hand once he had reached them.
This may seem trite and unimwill be open during the dance and
Many people have adopted William
all of the royalty of 1962 will be
McKinley's idea of wearing a pure portant to some people, but it must
—present to |uirtlclpate in the autowhite carnation as a fitting badge be remembered that we have done
better for other distinguished visgraph party.
for Mother's Day.
Tickets have been on sale bv
In years past, in England. itors.' in my opinion, the office of Dear Bullwinkle:
members of the Milestone staff
people gave their mothers sweet the governor of Kentucky is a
Is It possible for me to change
this week. Priced at $1.50 per
little iced fruit cakes called sim- distinguished one and the governor my life in any way by changing
couple and $1.00 stag, they will be
deserving of our respect. I am my hair style?
nels.
on sale at the door beginning at
Today,
people
honor
their sure Governor Combs noticed this
Unattractive Girl
8:15 p.m. Students are urged to
mothers with flowers, candy, and flagrant disregard of simple "good Dear Unattractive Girl:
8:30 Til —
have their I.D. cards with them
other presents. Elaborate or sim- manners" and common courtesy,
Absolutely! By shaving it all off
WALNUT HALL
and to insure that their 16.50 Mileple, all say, there's "only one even though he probably did not you could change quite a bit!
mention it. As for myself, I felt
stone fee has been paid. Although
mother the whole world over."
Bullwinkle
First Annual
several copies of the book will be
disgusted, and ashamed that people Dear Bullwinkle:
on sale at the distribution point, it
from this institution could be so
As a former child star, I now
rude.
Is desired, however, that Milehost a kiddie show with a lot of
Sincerely,
stones be purchased at the Cash- SCIENTIFIC MINDS AT WORK—Dr. Darnell Salyer of the Eastern
Fairy Tale stuff. Everyone says
ier's Window, of the Business Off- chemistry department Is shown instructing two freshmen general
Ronald Wallace
that I am possibly the world's
ice, beforehand. The admission in- chemistry students on use of laboratory apparatus. These two students
worst actress as an adult. How did
worked with the new "Open End" type of experiments that have reDear Editor,
cludes
the
price
of
plastic
protecI lose the old touch?
featuring
A word of caution to students
tive covers for the books. These cently been established .
Former Child
Walking across campus, one
claiming copies of the 1982 Mile
will be sold at 25 cents each when
stoae tomorrow night at the Dis- can't help but notice all the pos- Dear Former Child:
the general distribution begins
What's your complaint? I thought
tribution Dance and next week dur- ters and such dealing with the onnext week.
ing the general distribution: Please coming student council elections. you were a lousy child star!
For those who do not attend the
Each
candidate
says
he
will
do
Bullwinkle
pave your I.D. card and know that this or that but all this reminds
dance, the schedule of Milestone
Dear Bullwinkle:
you
have
paid
for
a
Milestone.
distribution will be posted in the
Although I am only twelve, I
If you were enrolled the fall se- me of the U.S. Senator who visited
official college bulletin board belnexcuaaote, out a ane is unmester, chances are that you did the Congo, and while there, he have written 76 best-selling tunes! was
hind the Administration Building
made a speech to a group of the Do you think this speaks well of derstanding, you have a chance.
pay the (6.50 Milestone fee. How- local
Monday morning at 8 o'clock, and
Bullwinkle
natives.
Each
and
every
time
American
music?
ever, if you enrolled as a partAdmission: $1.50 Drag
in other strategic locations on
Dear Bullwinkle:
he said how wonderful or how
Only Twelve
time
student
or
enrolled
the
seccampus.
What do you think of I II year
$1.00 Stag
"Open End" Experiments have berry, both freshmen of Richmond; ond semester, the fee probably great the United States was, the Dear Only Twelve:
Funny, I would have sworn they old girl who stays up every night
been adopted for the Central "Extraction of Caffeine from Cof- was not included. To save em- natives would raise their spears
to
three in the morning and tells
Sponsored by
Chemistry lab this semester in or- fee or Tea" by John H. Duncan, barrassment, please be sure that and shout, "Hagunga! Hagunga!" were by a six-year old.
READ THE
her mother she has been at the
This continued until the end of
Bullwinkle
from
Russell
and
Sharon
Bee
of
der
to
allow
the
student
to
conthe
fee
has
been
paid.
Upon
claim1942 Milestone and
library?
PROGRESS EVERY
duct an experiment of his own Richmond; and "Composition of ing your book, you must have your his speech at which time the na- Dear Bullwinkle:
' Irate Mother
Eleven years ago, I poisoned
Student Council.
Fools Gold." Nancy Gail Wright I.D. card. Do not ask to claim a tives stood and gave the senator
choosing.
WEEK!
Irate Mother:
After choosing his experiment, of Bloomfield.
book for a friend. Annuals may a standing ovation of "Hagunga! my wife and placed her in con- Dear
I
think
It certainly beats having
crete in our basement. Now, I'm
These are only a few of the be purchased next week only at Hagunga! Hagunga!"
the student must outline a suitable
Because of this, the senator felt sorry about it. What can I do to her run around all night.
"■ '" "
i ii
ii
i * i ii
procedure by which to conduct it- many projects that are now un- the Cashier's Window of the BusiBullwinkle
Anything goes as long as it Is not der way.
ness Office, and only a limited he had made a very good speech. atone?
(Address your sad, tear-stained
That afternoon one of the local
Sorry
considered too dangerous and can
"The so-called 'Open End' ex- number will be available to sell.
letters to sad, tear-stained Bullbe completed in a reasonable time. periments carried out by students
General distribution will be held chiefs was taking the senator on a Dear Sorry:
Apologise, help her clean the ce- winkle, 8218 Sunset Boulevard, HolLab work is allowed to take in the second semester of general on the top floor of the Administra- tour of his village. While there the
lywood,
whatever course the results sug- Chemistry have been quite popular tion Building. There will be two or Senator saw a three-legged cow. He ment off, and offer her something answers.)California, and get his sad
and highly successful as a part of three distribution points, properly exclaimed, "My Lord—a three- for her stomach. What you did
gest.
Some of the projects underway the laboratory experience In chem- labeled by the alphabet. To expe- legged cow! May I go over and
are "Crystals and Crystal Growth" istry," said Dr. Darnell Salyer of dite the distribution, please wait examine this thing so I can tall
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
by John Walker, freshman from the chemistry faculty. He added, your turn quietly in line and leave the people back home?" The chief
Corbin and Curtis Hopkins, junior "With such a large number of ex- upon receiving your book Classes said, "Sure, but be careful and
Member of Federal Home Loan Bank
from Lexington; "Making Small periments, doss supervision baa will be in session on that floor and don't step in any Hagunga."
All I can say La be careful and:
Diamonds" by John Wade, fresh- not been possible, but we are there must be order at all times.
1210 MOST MAIN
watch
the Hagunga!!
Plastic protective covers have
man from Louisville (so far no pleased with the result* of the proMember of Federal Savings tc Loan Insurance Association Corp.
Oh well, as la life.
small diamonds); "Determination jects and will continue to include been ordered, for the care of your
Sincerely,
of Half-Life of Radioactive B-210" them as part of general chemistry book, and will be on sale during
"The Old Senior"
the distribution period.
by Kenton Moberly and John Arter- laboratory work."
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EDITORIALLY
SPEAKING Student Council Reflects
Spring Has Sprung

A Short Colorful History

Readers Write

Singing And Selling
Students Pay Costs

The Best Mother In
The WorUUs Yours

Milestone—

Schilling's
STANDARD
Service Station

Phone
623-9944

Q'DearBuJlwinkle'J

TOMORROW
NIGHT!

DISTRIBUTION
DANCE
The 1962
MILESTONE

THE SHADES

Last Words From
The 1962 Milestone

Students Choose
Their Experiment

FIRST FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN
ASSOCIATION OF RICHMOND
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MUCH MV9K AT $AWEBTf—Orchestras frogi tour
pitted III Ihr sixth annual Stilng Festival at East
vllfe Manual, Lexington Junior, Morton Junior an
roaeert. fHr.etlng the massed group uu Joseph Pival

Clubs
»am

3:1
5:00
Room A. Coatoa. Adas »fcta.
•trfcrT ArtsFlenilc
9:90 p.m.
Irvine McBovrett ntll
Student OotmaU
S:O0 p.m.
BUu Room
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigsna
Weaver Hearth Bdr
«D» p.m
T. W. C. A.
Little Taaatar
6:30 p.m.
Photo Club
Room 120, Srlance Hall
6:30 p.m.
Church of Chrfcrt Group
Room A. Coates Adm. Bldg.
6:30 p.m.
Band Concert
Amphitheater
Mi: ic Educators Council
7:80 pjn.
Choir Room. Foster Bldg.
Young Republicans Club
7:00 pjn.
Little Thsatjr >*EW JftHVtoV PORTRAIT l*NVfjLEl)—Former governor Keen Johnson and membrir* ef Ua fasatty are
7:00 p.m.
Atoha Alpha Pal •# Kappa Pi Room 111, Cammatk Bldg. shewn above Wttk taw new all painting tact was unvclled Tuesday sight preceding Eastern's faculty Aisner18:00 p.m.
Vojce OT Eastern-Student Council WEKY Radio Station -ilwaMnto* anrrtag- *«arid4ng, frost, are grundi hiklrrn, K
and Robert. Behind them are Mr. and Mrs.
Approximately 170 students from SATURDAY, MAY 19—
Robert (asMage, daughter and son-in-law of Governor Johnson; Mr.. Johnson, and Keen Johnson. The
(but high sctiool* participated In
O.V.C. Goat Meet
Madison Country Club palnttsg, done-ay WHaun T. WeMi, of I-exlinrteu. rnrmher of the Royal Art Society of London, England.
the «r\fn anjaai Srtag Festival
Was given by Mrs. Babbage. It wllj hang In the lobby of the Keen Johnson student Union Hiilhlinc
at Eastern Wednesday Two copcerts highlighted the days activities,
iai i.
—
THe 70-player Louisville Manual
.art Of Year
High School Orchestra, under the
direction of Wtftam DooHttle, pre- reofurea i
sented a special concert at 10 a.m.
The third and final concert of
is Brack Auditorium.
Mein — Across from Penney's
An afternoon concert saw the the season by the Eastern OrFOR STUDENTS RETURNING NEXT FALL
massed orchestras of Manual, Lex- chestra was held Thursday evenington Jnntor High. Morton Junior ing at g o'clock hi Hiram Brook
High, and Eastern's Modal Labor- Auditorium. Mr. Landts Baker,
—
atory ScMool presenting "Folk pianist, presented Mosart's ConcerSong/' by Nekton Keyea, Ford to No. 23 In A. Also on the program
No Packing Problems
o Insured against Moths
Fonadatton resident composer for was Schubert's "Unfinished Symand works by Dellus and
nd Mildew
• You can store your complete winter
LdMaWtHc. Directing the MO-pJayer phony"
massed orchestra Was Joseph Pl- Joharat Strauss. This was Mr.
wardrope for ONE DOLLAR plus cleaning charges.
val, director of (ha Morton Or- Baker's first appearance With the
Eastern Orchestra.
chestra.
:
Director of the festival was Dr.
218 W. IRVINE STREET
Robert Oppelt, of the Eastern Waste DeparUucnt.

oi» involving about 170 student* partlct-

Casing The
OMIICRI

<*•** Hall
little Theater

newierr

Four High Schools
Take Part In
Rrst String Meet

RAY'S BARBER SHOP

Wesley Found***
Wesley If plannjfig; a> picnic, at
the FWkhursf farm. Friday afternoon. All members and guests
meet at Burnam Hall at 5:30.
The annual Spring; Retreat is
planned for May 18, 1ft, and SO.
This year it will be at Owinn
Island. All newly Installed and
old officers Will go in order to
plan next year's activities.
McCreary County AasetoMreg
May s, 19(2, was the first meeting of McCreary County Club. The
purpose of this club is to prepare
students to Inform McCreary County seniors of the advantage afforded to them at Eastern. .
Acting sponsors are Mr- C. D.
Harmon and Mr. 8ydney fltenhens,
a former resident of Pine Knot.
Elected as officers were: President-Bill Ramsey; Vice-PresidentBill Hamlin; Secretary-Pat Nevela;
Treasurer-John Llnvllle.
The second meeting, a pienkt,
will be held on May 1ft, 1962. All
McCreary County students are

urged to attend.
PI Orhoga Pi
Four new members .were initiated at Boone Tavern, May i,
1982. Dr. W. J. Moore was the
speaker for the evening.
Photo Club Clicks
The Photo Chrt met Thurftgav,
May 8, In the Science Buildtng.
Two senior cnejhiiijry students,
Don Dlx and Jim Barrett, spoke
to the members on their experiences last summer workmg fqr
the Eastman Kodak Company of
Rochester, New York.
Final plans were made to have
a picnic at Silver Creek, May 17,
and it was decided to take pictures
at the Junior-Senior Prom.
Math Picnics
Math Club members going on
the picnic Saturday. May 12, mast
In front of the Student Union BaataV
lng at 10:00 sharp.
The club will have its last ■searing of the year that afternoon anft
officers for next year wil be eioeed.

Welcomes All Students & Faculty!

Pay All Charges Next Fail!

JUST AROUND THE CORNER FROM THE
COURTHOUSE.

BUftD'3
DRUG STORE

Experts in Carburetor and Ignition Work.

MAI,

ROYAL CLEANERS
ONI HOUR SERVICE
SPECIALS — MOW.. TUES.. WED. ONLY!

Fountain - Luncheonette

PREE DELIVERY

Skirts Sweaters, 39c ea. or 3 for 1*00
Trousers and Snort Coats
39c ea. or 3 for 1.00
MIX

2

OR

MATCH

LOCATIONS:

212 Water Street. Ph. 62S-2M8

2nd A Irvine, Ph.

130 Big Hm A*.

OLDHAM

&row*u
iluiaWMrv

M sfadsnaasM-ss

TENNIS RACQUETS
AND BALLS

free parking
modern equipment
restaurant
air conditioned
free lesson*

FfSHTNG TACKLE
BOATING EOUfP.

AND

PENNEYS

A

aUaHB*
EQUOTMEMT!
MotaSWset

AtlC LANES

Richmond. Kentucky
(Across froei

Maroon Lanes

CcHirtifotise)

SPECIAL!
EVERY
WED. — Be, — SAT.
!£ -Lb. Hamburger Steak
with French Fires m Slaw

BREAKFAST
2 Strips Bacon, 1 Egg,
EVERY
DAY
Toast, Jelly, Coffee

196
SWEET

1*
SHOP

CAMPUS COEDS
If you

have a flair
for the flamboyant
youfl be the MOST
with an

*r£fc£F *
fk CViWwliTfl™
• Fashiost Sty«sfe> at V Beet

kv

Can be worn aroand the
NECK.¥rim»Of>r*NST

* Eadh m}

Poplin Rain "n Shine Cocrr. Reverses to a btliiant print

10.98

nn»an»sSa«a«a«aaaen««Ba-ni

Why not have a look?

ELDER'S
STNCE
— i

189$

$25.00
$18.00
$10.00

MODERN MY CLEANERS
tt LAUNDRY

mm

a%,

P»Wg,

Tickets wwl be awarded to persons with $5.00 up
storage order—Drawing will be held when school
opens next Iai and kelders of lucky numbers will be
awarded the poises.

Prescriptions

--. ——

THREE GRAND PRIZES!

623-4434

Welcome ESC Students

DIAL 623-4244

Free Delivery: 7:30 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
DIAL 623-2336

Store Your Winter Garments

LANTER MOTOR CO

7 A.rvt. to 8-fcM.

COLLINS DRUG STORE
PRfscurpnoNs

r

STORAGE PLAN

Catoaf aaej • fanist, seaMaMeMi Py.

SOUND SUMMER STOCK: THE
SUIT WITH HOUSE DIVIDEND
Cotton seersucker . . . suddenly chic and worldly with
pockets, tabs, Chanel effects. Doubly important
tttjiajd with a* Arnel triacetate 'n cotton blouse.
Orey, tan •» blue with white. Hand wash. Sixes 8

a-

220 E. Irvine

Friday. May 11, 196?
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Maroons Prepare for O.V.C. Bouts;
Morehead Today In Double-Header

PROGRESS SPORTS

Ohio Valley Conference aspirations may become a reality for one
Eastern team this week, while
the other three take their last
week of preparation for conference
championship games.
"Turkey" Hughes' baseball Maroons face eastern division foe
Morehead In a twin-bill here today

Doug's Sports Beat
with DOUG WHITLOCK
Progress Sports Editor
DALY GIVES THANKS
FOB TRACK COMPLETION
Eastern track coach, Don Daly, asked this writer
to express In print hiB great gratitude in the completion of our new nine-lane, rubber asphalt track.
Daly said, "1 want to thank the administration.
Ralph Conlee and the maintenance crew and
Fred Darling for their tremendous cooperation in
getting one of the nations finest tracks completed."
"The cooperation was great and I. and the team, are
TRACK, TENNI8 COURTS RECEIVE PRAISE
Last Friday our new track and tennis courts received praise from authorities on the sports.
Just before the Eastern-Vanderbilt track meet,
Vandy's Coach Alley said that the new oval was
one of the best, if not the best, in the country. This
compliment, coming from a coach that has seen so
many tracks, is one that we should be very proud
of.
Earlier In the afternoon, just following the singles
finals of the Regional Tennis Tournament being
played here, the tennis courts had been highly
lauded.
Clark Cherniut, member of Eastern's first tennis
team, recipient of The flret "E" letter awarded in
the sport, and coach of Hazel Green High's tennis
team, was asked what he thought of the new courts
as compared to others in the state. He said that they
were far away the finest in Kentucky, very probably
the best in the South, and that he didn't see how
thay could be improved upon.
The completion of Alumni Coliseum, along withthe new track, tennis courts, our already fine baseball field, and Hanger Stadium will give Eastern

one of the finest all-around athletic plants in the
country.
JONES' A.R.A. PRESENTS UNCOMMON PROBLEM
Joe Jones, freshman hurler on the baseball team,
finds himself m a rather uncommon, and perhaps,
unwanted position as far as his earned run average
K comcerned.
Jones has pitched in two games, and has been the
victim of dire circumstances. For instance, in the
Toledo game, Joe's only start of the year, five balls
weie hit. just out of reach of Maroon inflelders, and
he walked two men before being relieved.
Coach "Turkey" HugheH remarked after the
game that he could never remember'five grounders
being hit without a glove being laid on them and
said that Jones was just a victim of something that
migh happen In one of a million games.
Well, that one in a million deal really played the
devil with Jones' E.R.A. Since Jones has never gotten a man out, he hasn't received credit for an inning pitched and five earned runs have been scored
against him.
Even if one man had been put out with Jones
pitching he would have credit for only 6ne-third of
an inning pitched and his E.R.A. would be 135 per
game, but as it is now his earned run average is
Infinity.
However, Jones Is not the only Maroon hurler
that has been victimized Oils year. Ken Plgg has a
record of 1-3, but a good earned run average of 2.61,
with only 12 earned runs being scored against him
in over 41 innings. Since the Maroons are averaging
-over five runs game it seems Plgg should have a
perfect slate, but, errors have allowed 15 runs to
scored against him to ruin his record.

• • • •
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Nine Sweeps Twin Bill
From East Tennessee

res** iOt. 77. tted Don Ketten•sftter <E> 76. 11,-1%.
Mays it,, 19, etef. Brown lO,,
MfaassMB <%t, Tl, def. Lorenz
flat*,*?. %%■%.

Eastern Netters Win,
Host Morehead Friday
The Eastern tennis squad of
coach Roy Davidson traveled to
Georgetown Wednesday and scored
a 7-0 win over the Tigers.
The Maroons now play host to
Morehead Friday. Eastern's record
now stands at 9-3.
Wednesday's winners:
Singles:

Jack Lighthiscr (E) def. Ken
Burton (G). 6-2. 6-1.
Roy Davidson (E) def. A. Y.
Hodge (Gl, 6-2, 6-1.
Dennis Reck (E) def. Ed James
(G). 6-0, 6-0.
Dudley Rodman (E) def. Bob
Campbell (G), 6-0, 6-1.
Jerry Brown (E) def. John Gerken (Gl, 6-3. 6-0.
Doubles:
Lighthiser- Davidson (E) def.
Burton-Hodge (G). 6-0, 6-0.
Reek-Wendell Wiley (E) def.
James-Campbell (G), 6-3, 6-3.

ATTENTION
The Iraea saert wfch Weatera,
originally seteaatehd far rester
day afleraaa*, -M fee fceM letter al i P-"» AD
are not
Morrhaatf

try to fake fca she Ira**
Both, if possible.
DAVE QLICK

• • * *

Freeman Wins Over
Western In Debut
THE FIRST EVENT—Eastern's Dennis Sprous (left) wins going away
from Morehead's Howard Murphy In the 440-yard relay last Thursday.
The Eastern team of Sprous, Richie lEmmons, Jimmy Chlttum and Jack
Jackson won the first even on the new track with a 48.1 time.

Morehead, Vandy Fall
In Track Openers

Nobody can say that our new
track didn't have a successful
grand opening last week, with e
92-36 win over Morehead on Thursday, and a 71 V4-64 % triumph
over previously undefeated Vanderbilt on Friday.
One Eastern record fell in the
easy Morehead win as Ernie Dalton shattered his own broad jump
mark. Dalton leaped 23 and threequarters of an Inch in the meet
with the Eagles to mark the first
time a Maroon Jumper had
bettered 23 feet.
12 first place finishes and three
one-two-three finishes and a place
slon crown. Atop the standing with in every event accounted for the
a 6-2 record, the Maroons will trememdous stomping of the rival.
send aces Dave Quick, (4-2) fireThe Morehead win was someballing southpaw, and righthander what overshadowed by the Vandy
Ken Plgg
(1-3) on the mound conquest, the Commodores' first
against the ..Eagles. ..Quick has loss in 35 dual meets.
thrown one-hitters In his last two
Vanderbilt seemingly won the
■tarts. The Maroons and Eagles
event, the 440 yard re■pHt In an earlier doubleheader opening
at Morehead, Eastern winning lay, but the visiting team was dis18-8 in the first game and the qualified for exchanging the baton
Eagles taking the Inlghtcap by outside the area marked for the
exchange.
8-1.
A relay win In a dual meet
After 16 games third baseman
Jack Wolfer paces the Eastern counts five pointy, with athes loser
dishitters, with a .393 mark. All-OVC getting none, so Y>"> y'
outfielders Bill Curry and BUI qualification made a 10 point difGoede follow with averages of ference in the final score.
.389 and .321, respectively, while
The most exciting phase of the
outfielder Frank Carter Is hitting meet was at the end, The. final
.302. Carter's four roundtrippers event, the discus, found Vandy
needing a one-two-three finish to
lead in that department.
Of regular pitchers, Quick's cop the meet, and Eastern needing
earned run average of 1.94 in 41 only one point, or a third place
% innlhgs, is tops. Pigg's ERA finish. Of the four finalists in the
mark is 2.61 in 41 ',4 innings. Best throwing two were Maroons, autoERA, however, is enjoyed by a matically mulllfylng Vanderbllt's
freshman, John Freeman, who has hopes. Eastern went on to take
allowed 1.43 earned runs in pitch- second and third to provide the
winning margin.
ing 18 % innings:
Pole vault: 1. Arnold (E), 2,
Starting time for today's baseball twin-bill will be 1:30 pjn. Lesesne (V) and Simpson (E),
tie, 10.6.
High jump: 1. Gamons (E), 2,
Mullls and Collins (V), Dalton
(El, three way tie, 6.2.
Javelin: 1, Boone (V). 2, Lesesne (V). 3, Burkhardt (V). 182.7.
Shot put: 1, Boone (V), 2, Maddox (E), 3, Hall (V), 47.10%.
Broad jump: 1, Lesesne (V), 2,
Dalton (E), 3, Russ (V), 21-11.
Discus: 1, Boone (V), 2, Carr
(E), 3 Nightwine (E), 157-7%.
440 relay: 1, Eastern (Jackson,
bled and scored on Conway's sinChittom Emmons and Sprous).
gle.
Vanderbilt
won in :43.2 but was
One run in the first Inning
proved to be all the Maroons disqualified.
Mile run: 1, Johnson (V), 2,
needed to win the nightcap. Jack
WoKer and Curry were on by sin- Thomas (E), 3, Felts (E), 4:39.5.
gles and Wolfer scored from third
440 yard dash: 1. Price (E), 2,
on an error.
Howard (V), 3, Bunchman (V),
Eastern leads the eastern divi- :50.0.
100 yard dash: 1, Russ (V), 2,
sion with a 4-2 record Morehead
is second with a 2-2 slate and de- Sprous (E), 3, Porter (V), 10:0.
120 yard high hurdles: 1, Leinfending champ, East Tennessee,
hardt (E), 2 Dalton (E), 3, Bohis in the cellar. 2-4.
mer
(V), :16.2.
First Game
880 yard run: 1, Beard (V). 2,
East Tenn
010 010 0—2 7 5
Eastern
110 030 x—5 9 2 Price (E). 3, Thomas (El, 2:00.0.
220 yard dash: 1 Russ (V). 2,
Denny. Bonfield (5), Works;
Jackson (E). 3, Sprous i E), :22.3.
Pigg and HaysliD.
220 yard lev hurdles: 1, LelnSecond Game
hart (E), 2. Bohmer (V), 3, DalEast Tenn
000 000 0—0 1 1 ton (E), :25.6.5.
Eastern
100 000 x—1 3 0
Taylor and Sklles; Quick and
Coleman.
i

Best Spring Season In 20 Years
Enjoyed By 1962 Maroon Teams
With an Impressive combined
record of 33 victories, against
only 14 losses and a tie, Eastern
Kentucky's four spring: sports
teams are enjoying one of their
moat successful spring campaigns
In the last two decades.
Setting the pace Is Coach Don
Daly's track squad, with a 9-1
mark. Player-coach Roy Davidson's tennis team has posted an
8-3 record In the first season of intercollegiate tennis competition In
three years; Coach Glenn Presnell's
golfers are
7-3-1 to date and
Coach "Turkey" Hughes' baseball
Maroons, hitting their stride after
a alow start, are 9-7 for the season. Hughes' charges have won
seven consecutive game and need
but one win to clinch the eastern
division conference title.
If any single
team could be
credited wish being the surprise
success of the year, it must be
Davidson's tennis, team, with a
squad composed entirely of freshmen and sophomores, Davidson
has paced himself to their finest
KEN PIGO
season since 1950.
A former Ohio state champion,
the 29-year old Davidson began
workouts last fall, upon the completion of Eastern's six all-weather tennis courts, the first regulation-size courts the college has
had In three years. His team probably will be Jebeled the darkhorse of the OVC championship
matches, to be held at Eastern
May 18 and 19.
Track Team Beats Vandy
Daly's track team, though crippled by some dropouts and injuries
throughout the season, have copEastern improved Its chances
ped 9 of 10 outings, including for the eastern division OVC
their most recent, and most im- crown Friday with wins, 5-2
pressive, a 71 H to 64 % win and 1-0, over the visiting East
over SEC power, Vanderbilt, that Tennessee Bucs. The pair of wins
ended Vandy's consecutive duel put the Maroons in the division
lead with only two games remaintrack victories.
The OVC meet will also be held ing with Morehead.
May 18 and 19 on Eastern's new
Fine pitching performances by
nine-lane rubber-asphalt track, Ken Pigg and Dave Quick were
which was called "one of the top the brightest sights for Eastern.
tracks In the nation, by Vandy s Plgg pitched a seven hit first
coach. He compared it with Flor- game, but gave only two runs.
Quick pitched his second straight
ida State's track.
A single win Friday In the twin one-hitter against the Tennessee
bin with Morehead will give the school in as many games. It also
bar**-11 Maroons the eastern dlvl- marked the third straight time
for both that they have gone the
distance in starting assignments.
ESC Goffers Tie Transy,
Pigg go' support In the first,
second and fifth Innings. In the
Win From Georgetown
first, Bill Curry got on by a single
Eastern golfers tied one game and was driven in by clean-up
and w6n one Wednesday at Spring man Bill Goedde with a triple.
Valley Country Club In Lexington.
In the second, Chuck Hayslip
The Maroons tied Transylvania tripled and Pigg, adding to his
8-9 and won from Georgetown 11-4 own game, drove him with a douIn the triangular meet In the ble.
other match. Transylvania deFrank Carter drove in Curry
feated Georgetown 9H-5V4.
and Goedde in the fifth with the
center fielder's fourth home run
Transy 9'j, Georgetown 5'/j
Benny Hayes (T), 79, def. Don of the season.
East Tennessee gots its runs in
Welck (G), 80, 2-1.
second and fifth innings. With
B1U Hale (G). 75. def. Paul the
Richardson on second. Koskinen
Hughes (T). 81, 8-0.
singled. Koskinen was in the act
Bill Davis (T), 76. def. Bill again in the fifth when he douFogel (G). 77. 2%-M.
Mitch Ferrell (T), 76, def. Norman Brown (G), 84, 3-0.
Gordon Goode (T), 77, def. Gary
Lorenz (G). 82, 2-1.
Transy 9, Eastern •
Carl Kettenacker (E), 76, def.
Hayes (T), 7», 2*4-14.
Paul Motley (E), 74, def. Hughes
(T), 81. 8-0.
Davis (T). 78, Ued Don Kettenacker (E). 76, 144-1KFen-ell (T), 76, def. Fred Mays
<E>. 7». 3-0.
John Needham (B), 77, def.
Goode (T». 77. 2-1.
David Windier (T). 78, def. Max
Howard <E), 82. 3-0.
Eastern II, flMrntan 4
Carl Kettenacker IE), 76, def.
INtefc (Of, *». 3-0.
MaUay (Ei. 74. def. Hate (G),
n. 2-i.

• • • •

and sweeping both games would
Insure the Division crown, enabling
them to meet the Western Division
representative In the OVC playoffs
beginning May 17. Eastern leads
Its division with a 4-2 slate.
Coach Don Daly's thinlies, riding high after a 71 - 64 win over
previously unbeaten Vanderbilt,

Two mile run: 1, Brown (E), 2,
Thomas (E), 3, Slngledecker (E),
10:19.9.
Mile relay: 1, Vanderbilt, 3:24.2.

Girl Swimmers
Vie In Meet
Linda Spalding. Joan Maggard,
Gail Mountford, and Selma Siekmari won most of the honors at
the Girl's Intramural Swim Meet
last Thursday. The meet was held
In the pool of the Weaver Health
Building.
Linda Spalding was the individual winner with a total of 17 points.
She was first In the 50 yard back
crawl and 100 yard Individual
medley. She placed second in the
underwater swim for distance with
Joan Maggard placing first. Second place individual was Joan
Maggard and third place, Barbara
Sammons.
Gall Mountford placed first In
the crawl and side stroke for
beauty in form '• to take winning
honors In the form swimming
events.
There was a close contest in the
non-swimmers events. Selma Biekman was first with 11 total points,
Fran Stock, second'with 10 points
and Nettle Sue Farris, third with
9 points.
Another close contest was the
diving competition. Linda Spalding
was first with 19 total points and
Joan Maggard a close second, with
18.
_ „_
Relay team A with Linda Spalding, Gall Mountford, Joan Maggard
and Barbara Sammons took 16
points to beat team B with Sheila
Gilreath, Jackie Howard, Sharon
Miisen and Sue Hager with 12
points.
Jackie Whalin was scorekeeper.
Pat Poteet and Sue Hager were
timers, starters, finish judges and
announcers. Sheila, Jackie Howard
and Joan helped in judging some of
the events.
Miss Hood helped the girls with
the meet.

Eastern Golfers Tied
By Tennessee Tech
The Eastern golf team battled
to a 10V4-10'/4 tie with Tennessee
Tech In a match played Friday at
the Madison Country Club.
Carl Kettenacker of Eastern
fired a 74 for the low score of
the day. He took three points
from Bob Farlee (T) and teamed
with Fred May (81) who lost to
Bob Nichold 78 (T) to take the
foursome 7-2.
In the second foursome Robert
Odum 78 (T) beat Paul Motley
81 (E) 2V4-V4, and Gary Gibson
79 (T) won from Don Kettenacker 80 (E) 2-1. Tech won the
foursome 714-1*4In a fifth match Max Howard
83 (B) nipped Bill Muse 84 (T)
2-1.

Freshman John Freeman, making' his starting debut, pitched
Eastern to a 7-3 decision over
arch-rival Western Saturday on
the Maroons' field Although both
teams are members of the OVC
the tilt does not count in the loop
race, since they are In different
divisions.
Freeman, after proving himself
In relief roles earlier, got the
starting nod, and was in serious
trouble only once. That was in
the fifth Inning when the Hilltoppers scored three runs, but even
then the Maroons held a 5-3 advantage.
Jim Burt was tagged with the
loss. He was taken out In favor
of relief pitcher Bobby Sturgeon
In the sixth, after allowing three
Eastern runs in the fourth Inning.
Eastern began piling up runs
early with two tallies In the first
Inning. With one man out, OVC
batting leader Jack Wolfer doubled. BUI Curry doubled following
Wolfer, but the Eastern thirdsacker could only make It to third
Then Wolfer scored on a passed
ball that moved Curry to third.
Curry didn't have to wait very
long, however, as the next man
up, Bill Goedde, rapped a single
to drive him in.
The Maroons scored some more
runs In the fourth before Western
could mark. Chuck Hayslip continued to hit with a torrid pace
with a single, but was forced out
at second as Danny Sorrell made
first. Mike McPhall drove In 8orsell with a line-drive double and
then scored on an error that put
Ray Ross on second. Ross tallied

Centre Beaten
Monday, 6-S
Scoring two runs In the bottom
of the eighth inning the Eastern
Maroons recorded their sixth
straight win, Monday, with' a
6-5 triumph over the visiting
Centre College nine.
Having difficulty in handling
the tenacious Centre team In their
second meeting Maroon mentor
"Turkey" Hughes found it necessary to put his ace southpaw into
the game to silence the Danvillians' bats. Quick recorded his
fourth straight win. In Danville
the Maroons won easily, 8-2.
Centre scored first in the top
of the second as starter Roy Fannin gave up two hits and a walk
for the runs.
Eastern retaliated In the bottom of the Inning with a pair of
tallies. Bill Goedde and Frank
Carter got on and scored on a
double by Mike McPhaH down the
right field line.
Centre came back in the third
with three runs that put them
out of the Maroons' reach temporarily. The first two men up
singled and walked, and then two
two successive errors enabled the
trio of runs to get in.
The visitors added one more
run in the sixth on a pair of walks
and a base hit.
Game Tightened To 6-4
Eastern got back in the 5-2 ball
game In the bottom of the inning.
Jack Wolfer singled and then BUI
Curry got a base knock to move
him to third. With Frank Carter
at the plate a pitch got away
from the Center catcher and
Wolfer scored. Carter was out,
but Danny Sorrell came through
with a single In a pinch-hitting
role to score Curry and tighten
the game to 6-4.
The tying and winning runs
came In the sixth. The first man
up flew out, but then Curry doubled BUI Goedde got on due to
an error and then both scored on
a single by Carter.
The Maroon nine is idle untu
Friday when they take on Morehead here in a double-header that
could wrap up the OVC Eastern
Division championship for Eastern.
Centre
013 OOU 000—6 6 3
Eastern
020 002 02x—6 7 2
Hourigan and nankin; Fannln,
Jones (6), Quick (6), and Coteman.

Eastern's Tennis Team
Wins Over Berea 8-1
Eastern's tennis team trounced
Berea, 8-1, in a match played In
Berea Saturday, for Rs seventh
win against three defeats. The
Maroons next meet Centre at
Richmond Tuesday.
The Summary:
SINGLES
Jack Lighthiser (E) def. Bob
Young(B). 1-6. 8-6, 6-4.
Roy Davisdson (El def. Jim
Campbell (B), 6-2, 6-1.
Jerry Sanders (B) def. Bob
Stewart (B), 6-0, 6-1.
Dennis Reck (B) def. Bob
Combs (B), 6-4, fc3.
Dudley Rodman ■*«) def. John
Payton (B), 6-1. 6-2.
Gerald Hopper (B) def. Jerry
Brown (B), 6-4, 6-3.
DOUBLES
Davidson and Lighthiser (E)
Young and Stewart IB). 6-3,
Reck and Sanders (El
Campbel and Payton (B). 6-1, f-5.
Brown and Wendell Wiley (E)
BBOOBD BOUND—Ernie Dalton Is pictured at the peak of his record
tr«" bread lamp effort in ike Morehead track meet lass) def. Combs and Hopper, 4-6, 6-0,
6-L
Daatea beid ike previous Maroon record.

the last run of the Inning as he
scored on another error.
Three Runs In Fifth
Western finally got to Freeman
In the fifth for all three of its
runs. Gary Schureman singled
and then Jim Burt walked. Garland Thompson drove in both
Schureman and Burt with a double, and then scored himself on a
single by Ron Carroll.
Coach C. T. "Turkey" Hughes
made a decision to leave Freeman
In the game after the Western
flurry, and the husky freshman
didn't let him down, shutting out
the Hilltoppers for the rest of the
game.
Eastern added one run in the
fifth and another In the seventh.
In the fifth Goedde got on by
an error at first base that moved
him all the way to second, and
then scored on a single by Hayslip.
In the seventh Curry singled,
went to second on a passed ball,
and scored on a base knock by
Goedde.
R. H IT
Western
000 030 000—3 7 7
Eastern
200 310 lOx—7 10 3
Burt, Sturgeon (6) and CarroU;
Freeman and Hayslip.

First OfRciol Act

Baechtold Inks
Prep Stars
Coach Jim Baechtold today announced the signing of three outstanding high school prospects to
basketball grants-ln-ald at Eastern.
Two are out-of-ataters.
A 6-5 forward, Mike McLaughlin,
of North Miami, Fla., High School.
was the first to ink a cage grant
for Baechtold since he took over
the head coaching duties this
spring. Selected to both the Miami
News and the Miami Herald's allstar teams, McLaughlin averaged
18 points and 14 rebounds per game
at North Miami High.
Ralph Atkins, a 6-6, 210 forward
from Stockdale. Ohio, averaged
more than. 20 points per game. An
excellent rebounder, he was the
most valuable player on his team
and is considered the outstanding
player In that area.
Winfred Smith, a 6-2 guard from
Buck horn, averaged 18 points and
IS rebounds his senior year. He
was named to the all-district and
all-region teams and was an honorable mention selecUon on the allstate team. He also plays football
and baseball and is a member of
the Buckhom track team.
This Is-the first announcement
made by Baechtold since he took
over the head post at Eastern. Another announcement is expected to
be made soon.

take a shot at arch-rival Western,
today in the third straight
meet for the Maroon tracksters on
their new nine-lane rubber-asphalt
oval. A meet tomorrow with Berea
away is the last scheduled activity
before the OVC meet here the 18th
and 19th of the month.
'
Glenn Presnell's golf charges are
at Centre today, meet Morehead
at the Madison Country Club tomorrow, and then Journey to the
University of Cincinnati Tuesday
in their final action before the conference matches at the Madison
Country Club, May 19, 20, and 21.
Player-coach Roy Davidson and
bis tennis team were idle until today when they entertain Morehead. The pace for the netters doesn't slow down now, as they trek
to Centre tomorrow and Cumberland Monday. Western wUl be here
the 17th to provide opposition for
the Maroons before the loop
matches get underway the next
afternoon.
Coach Hughes has had a lot to
be happy about In the, last tew
weeks. All season the booming bate
of Jack Wolfer, BH1 Curry, Frank
Garter, and BUI Goedde have provided all the runs any team would
need, but lately a fine pitching
■toff has developed.
Beginning with only two returning hurlers, Ken Pigg and Dave
Quick, Hughes found it necessary
to dip Into unproven sophomores
and freshmen and came up with
Roy Fannln, Isonville sophomore,
and Johnny Freeman, Danville
freshman.
With the development of Pigg
and Quick Into two of the finest
pitchers in the loop, Fannln and
Freeman could provide the necessary depth to carry the Maroons to
the top of the heap.
The last three times Plgg and
Quick have started they have finished, winning four of six games
and Fannln and Freeman have
gone the distance in their starting
debuts, in wins against Centre and
Western, to raise the Eastern record from 2-6 to 9-7.
Coach Daly has equal reason to
be pleased with the track team's
performance. Their only loss coming to Kentucky State, Kentucky's
finest track contingent, the Maroons snapped back to take the
first two meets on the new Eastern
oval over Morehead and Vanderbilt. The wui over Vandy represented the first time the Commodores had been defeated In ss dual
meets.
If the overall team effort isn't
enough, record breaking performances by four Maroons has really
lit up Daly's eyes.
The new record holders with
their marks: Dennis Sprous, 100
yeard dash, 9.7; Jack Jackson,
220 yard dash, 21.6) Ben Price,
880 yard run, 1:59.6. and Ernie
Dalton, broad jump, 23' three-quarter inches. Ernie Brown looked
good In a 10:19 two-mile run performance against Vandy as he won
handily, without being pushed by
anyone. The two-mile Eastern record, held by Brown, is 10:10 and
the husky distance man should
crack it in the near future.
Coach Presnell and Davidson are
equally pleased with the late performances of their respective
teams.
The golfers stood 7-3-1 Monday,
with a team boasting only two returners, Paul Motley and Carl Kettenacker, and the tennis team has
piled up a 8-3 mark with all freshmen and sophomores. Eastern did
not field a tennis team for the
three years proceeding this one,
because of lack of regulation-size
courts.

BARGAIN CITY
STORE
GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS!
1239 W. Main St.

Across from Glyndon

ROYAL CLEANERS
One Hour Cleaners
We will Store ail your Winter
Clothes FREE ... You just pay the
Cost of Cleaning next Fall.

Here Is What You Get:
•

FREE MOTH-PROOFING

• FREE MINOR REPAIRS
• FREE STORAGE
• FREE INSURANCE UP TO
$300.00 ON All ORDERS
• FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY

2 Convenient Locations:
2ND AND IRVINE
Col 623-3404

212 WATER STREET
OaN 4«3-2?18

Friday. May II, UM

Eastern ROTC Department
Established Here In 1936

QucdHy Cleaning for Those
WheCfrt About ffie
Clothes They Wear.

•

The Reserve Officers' Training to September 1, 1981, unless specifi- under age limitations. 12 months or
corp*. as it is now known. »■■ •.» r<>
.i'.iy excused from this lequlra- more active military service, "not
officially established at Eastern :nent by the ccilegc . p.e <J i
a US citizen, bonufkie conscienuntil the fall of 193C. However thi Reasons for being excised are • tious objector, other (each to be
was not the beginning of Military Physically dlsq:: ,1'fied, aver c | adequately Justified.)
Training in an institution of hlch
er learning in Richmond. Ken
tucky.
In 1892 Military Training was in
troduc«d tn the Old Central Uni
versity in Richmond. The Military
When he was Chief of staff o' (he PR exhibition drill team will
Tialning was directed by a reeu
lar army officer detailed by the the United States Army, following I.I vi: tneir chance to perform today
and tomorrow at the First RegiUnited Status War Department, li ng World War II. C:-era' I
time there were two companies o' D. Elsenhower sent the following -licnml Drill Meet, to be held at
infantry and one of artlllerv or nerFage to ROTi"" men. These I-ockbounie Air Force Base, Columbus. Ohio. The team will comthe campus at Richmond. These woitls are still Important today:
"College tram i leodeis for to pete In four classes of drill comcompanies were officered by inn
lors and seniors who had qualified morrow. Your academic curricu- petition
while they were underclassmen urn will provide the background
Last week at the finaj AUSA
The uniforms, arms, and cannon of knowledge essential to effective leadership, bit actual practice meeting for this cuiient gcjapol SET FOR THE ATTACK—<*det» Jim Barton, left, London, and Ron Wallare, Ft. Thomas, members of
added muth cpjpj to campus life In
leading
others
Is
of
inestimable
year,
the new officers n
The visiting committee of the synod
the aggressor force, await am attack by the offensive unit during the weekend maneuvers bv Eastern's
laliie While you may gait) expei- year were chosen by the entire ROTC. cadets at the Bluegrass Ordnance Depot.
reported in October 189S. that YI1 ience
in
Uiis
direction
on
athletic
chapter.
Captain
James
Farris
pre
was gratifying to note a decided
drift of sentiment away from in- ;eanis ami vurluus class and cam- silled over the meeting and elecactivities, the ROTC is a ready , tion. Those new officers are as
ter-collegiate ball contests toward pus
made course, designed and per- follows:
military drill." The Central Uni- fect^
to develop the qualities of
Captain—Gary Maynard
versity battalion made an "excell- leadership
required In both mili1st Lieutenant --Rupert Stephens
ent showing In the reproduction of tary and civil
enterprise."
Ind Lieutenant Bobby Casey
the battle of Perryvllle, which took
1st Setgeant Boo Nordheim
plape In Louisville." in the autumn
President Kennedy has commenVarious Committee' chairmen
of 1900.
ded the editor and other member.-; shall be appointed by the Captain
No Training
of the Army Magazine Staff, for and will rank as ggriSettl* of the
Between 1901 and 1938. no mill an "outstanding presentation' 'of oigan**aM«p. The** »A|<iNWMl «to"
tary training was conducted in any guerrilla warfare in the March act as committee CMJi&en oj jty)y
college in Richmond. Xn Septem- Issue of the AUSA's monthly pub- established coniujiUisafber of 1935 Eastern applied to the lication.
U8 Department of W*r for the es
Any senior wlip wjil be
tabllshment of a Field Artillery
The senior MS IV cadets start the Ai(*oHrns trfwiM «4
Unit of Reserve Officers' Training a block of instruction about Coun- Bennjna i*»y fee toferestad
Corps. There was a strong possi- ter Insurgency this week This know were ii a very (actual
bility that It would be approved course will be based on guerrilla cle in the Apr" issue of An}* I
as Dr. H. L. Donovan, President warfare in the nuclear age.
Rest, whjch exnlauui in detail VhaJ
of Eastern, had received a letter
will be emMed Of aH who be•from Major General A. J. Brady,
After many weeks of practice. come "JMNf^latlified "
Commandant Fifth Corps Area,
Columbus, Ohio, stating that new
ROTC units were being; inaugurated beginning in 1936.
A preliminary inspection of Eastern was made by the War Department. The Field Artillery unit
would require an i-urullmrnt of
By JIM FARMS
300 boys for a Senior BOTC such
as (Eastern WHS seeking. At this
Last week at the monthly meettimn Hiere were only two senior
ing of the John "Nick" Oombs
ROfC units in the state of Ken
Memorial Company Association of St'RRENDEBINii TOE FI.AU—Cadet Ralph Newman, Ashland, commander of the aggressor force,
tueky. One was located at the I'ni
ver
the
United States Army, Gary/A. surrenders the flag to cadet George Beckett,' commander of Uie friendly forces, at the close of the ex»|ry of Kentucky and the other
Maynard, a junior from Myra, ercises, stprlrett, iu tufa, presents Menxaan with a trophy of "good loNei-ship.'
one was at Western Kentucky in
Kentucky, was elected Captain for
Bowling Green.
next year'? chapter- Maynard w}U
In February 1938 an ROTC unit
perform
the duties normally refor Eastern was approved by the
quired of a President. He shall
War Department. President Donobe the senior officer of the Comvan received notification from Ft.
pany and shall preside at all meetHayes. Ohio that it was to be Field
ings. While .conferring frequently
Artillery Unit of ROTC and would
with the Advisor, he shall perform
be established at the opening of
all
other duties pertaining to th«
the fall session of 1936. It would
office of the Captain.
consist of two or three batteries
Kii|)cit K. Stephens, Junior from
of 100 men each. A commissioned
Russell Springs will serve a* Comarmy officer plus two or three
JOHN HARDY HUBBLE
pany First Lieutenant He sluUI
NCQ's would be sent to Richmond
This week the council has select- discharge all the obligations of the
to take charge of the unit.
Stace September of 1938 this in- ed John Hardy Trlbble as Cadet oifiee of the Captain, in the abstitution has had a Senior ROTC of the Week. John's home town is sence of that officer. He will be the
Fifty Eastern, ROTC cadets were
are theorder Saturday night, .with the exercises," Colonel Sanunit, with the exception of the Erhinger,..Kentucky in the north.- brad of the program committee, hack, in .cjijaaas Monday, ft little J_ I '*•'}•? oI A"t{»'itle»
ders said. The denoi provided
period- 1NH< during World War ernrpart-^f the-state-. In 1958 he said shall perform surh duties
Sundays activities infltided some of the equipment necessarv
n when tijere were units of the graduated- from Erlanger Lloyd required by the Captain. The office weary, but nonetheless living nor- physical training agalnN a day-1 for the problems. Other equipmal lives of college students, after ilght four-mile tactical march, with
Women' Army Corps and The High School, where he was active of First Lieutenant Is the same as undergoing
ment was requisitioned through
a rugged Iwo and a
Army Specialized Training Pro- in school activities. As a senior, being a vice-president of other orhalf
day field exercise at the Blue full pack and gas attacks, and regular military channels.
he
was
editor
of
his
school's
yearganizations.
gram on campus. The status of
The aggressor unit was headed
another problem.' the platoon in the
the ROTC unit was changed in book.
Bobby W. Nordheim, junior from Grass Ordnance Depot.
cadet Ralph E. Newman, AshDesigned P
primarily to_prepare attack. CSsSBb services were con: by
September 19SS from Branch Main the fall of J958 John enroll- Foster will serve as Second Lieuland, and the friendly forces unit
enrolled In Eastern's ducted by cadet Tom nenderson, by cadet George Beckett, Georgeterial Artillery to General Mili- ed here at Eastern. Since that day tenant or Treasurer next fall. He juniors
for tfielr six-week of Bethlehem. The cadets also town. All four classes particitary Science.
he has become a very well-known sball collect and keep a, record of ROTC b:
Compulsory KO'J'C
and liked student on campus. The all dues collected and expenditures summer training period, the field ran through a leadership reaction, pated in the weekend activities.
Op March 4, 1981. the Board of Kappa Iota Epsilon, Sigma Tau PI. made. He must discharge all obli- maneuvers consisted of life-like course.
The maneuvers was the brainRegents approved a request by and the AUSA are three campus gations of the office of the First tactieal exercises, complete with
Following a noon meal, again child of Captain Edward Queeney.
Dr. Robert R. Martin. President organizations' in which he has been Lieutenant, in the absence of that blank ammunitl(jij, tear gas, ag- of C rations, the cadets received It Is believed to be the first- of its
gressors and C rations.
of this institution, that the basic active. This year he served as officer.
an unexpected order, directing the. kind ever held in this area of the
ROTC program become required vice-president of Sigma Tau Pi.
9tie 50-man grOMP left . Friday seizure of a hill. Upon fighting nation.
The fourth and one, if not the
effective with the school year beHis ROTC activities this school most, important position will be to set up a bivouac area at the off the aggressor unit and taking
ginning September 1981.
year have been very extensive. hpld down by Bobby E. Casey, jun- *W>t, %ft#tf nteu*-" «lx miles the hill, a counter-attack by the
September, 1981. saw the enroll- This semester he was Exeputive ioar from Shelbyville. He shall south of Richmond. By the time enemy was successfully met and
ment in Basic ROTC of all able Officer for the Second Battalion keep a record of attendance, mem- Sunday afternoon came and the the hill was safe from the agwho had not had prior military with cadet rank of Lt. Colonel. On bership, and the minutes of the group completed their final exer- gressors. A briefing on the Code
training. Cadet Corps strength 850. January 6. 1963, he will go on act- meeting of the Company. All cor cise, the chant among the cadets ■ f Conduct was then presented to
September. 1062, will see all able ive duty for two years. Being a tespondence necessary to the con- was "we're combat-ready!" And the cadets.
bodied freshman and sophomore commerce mnjor here, he has been duct of the activities of the Com- the Eastern cadre of officers and
"Successful Exercise"
students enrolled in Basic ROTC. selected by the Army Finance pany. He roust be responsible for NCO's serving as supervisors and
Colonel Joe M. Sanders, proAnticipated Cadet Corps strength Corps and will take his basic the proper storage and safe keep- safety officers won't argue the fessor of military science, praised
course training at Fort Ben Harri- ing of the property of the Com- point too, strenuously.
1350.
the cadets for "a real successful
Satisfactory completion of the son, Indianapolis, Indiana. Follow- pany. He will submit to National
Pup T«nts
exercise." "We felt-that this traintwo year Basic Military Science ing his active tour of duty he plans Headquarters a report of each
ing
will prove Invaluable to our
Friday evening;, after pup tents
Course Is now a prerequisite to to be an accountant in some phase meeting and a copy of the business
bean pitched and the bivouac cadets and will help prepare not
graduation for all male students of Industry or for some private portion, within ten days of each had
area eatabUahfld. the cadets imme- only the juniors for the summer
who enroll at Kastem subsequent I firm.
meeting.
diately began on a night patrol. training period, but also the <™
Membership should Increase in Saturday's itinerary saw the group iors, when they report for their
this chapter next year. Thus mak- rising at 5:SQ a. m. for physical tours of military duty."
Say it with flowers from
ing the job for the new officers a training and breakfast of 'C' raColonel C. A. Cozart. commandvery challenging one indeed.
Uons.
They un<Jarwent combat ing officer of the depot, and Capeuvers and feMW 4FiU. and tain Roy-Rogers, an Eastern gradexercises in the sauad in the atwho served as liaison officer
WE ACCEPT ORDKKS FOR PROM UNTIL
Count on one cup of torn salad tack and in the defense through- uate
for the maneuvers, were com6:00 1". M.
greens (fairly lightly packed) for out the day, in ah$ut i5-degree mepded for their cooperation.
each serving when you are mak- temperature. Night patrols again "These people cooperated fully
E. Main St.
Call 623-4998
ing a chef's salad.
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Cadet Of Week AUSALeaders

Are Elected

College Dry Cleaners
(N. |rtf ft., around tfcff «j:ner from W. F. Higgins Co.)

KEN CAR
(across from Kroker)

Remember Mother with a
Gift from Ken Car!

- FREEZ
DRIVE-IN RESTAURANT
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TUESDAY SPECIAL

Sandwiches
Ice Cream
Short Orders
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DRLIC STORE
110
Bis

HILL

DIAL
623-ivto
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Free Parking. Open till 9:00 P. M. Daily.

COME TO THE

RICHMOND BAKERY
262 E. Main Street — Or

CALL 623-5470
Order some of our fresh, tasty, daily-baked goods.
We specialize in decorated cakes—orders must be
placed 24 hours or longer in advance.

BALES PLACE
GOOD FOOD
E. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

SB

CANFIELD MOTORS
PHONE 623-4010
There's "SOMETHING EXTRA" About
Owning an OLDS!

USED

CARS!

Ky.

n

College Service Station
Across Street from toys Dorms, on Lancaster Ave.
FOR SERVICE CALLS

Phone 623-4828

¥

Slate Bank and Trust
Company of Richmond, Ky.
BRANCH AT IIG HILL AVE. AND BOGGS LANE.

"

"We're not leaving till we find him
and his overdue library books!"

MEMBER FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE
CORPORATION

COLONEL DRIVE IN
"

Kr.

Richmond's Most Modern Drug Store
designed for comfortable and convenient shopping.

See Us For Your Automotive Needs!

FRENCH PRIES OR MASHED POTATOES, COLE SLAW,
BISCUITS AND RAVY

■»>

RtCHMOtlO.

ACROSS FROM COLONEL DRIVE-IN

Member Federal Reserve System
Member Federal Deposit Insurance
Corporation
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Madison National Bank
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COL SANDERS' RECIFE
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144 BIG KM. AVE.
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ROTC Cadets "Strictly G. I."
After Field Maneuvers

It Pays To

EASTERN PROGSESft—I

MEMBER FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
*

!■"

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!
AGED MILD. BLENDED MILD-NOT FILTERED MILD -THEY 8ATISFY
■
—'
—r

NEW!
Breck
Permanent

Vogue
W. Irvine, Behind Post Office
Phone 623-5770

RICHMOND
DRIVE IN THEATRE
4 Miles South On U.S. 25

—SATURDAY—
Three Features!
Hum
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"Expresso Bongo"

SUN.-MON. -TUES.
(THE HUNTER...
EACH THE HUNTEDI

JOHN WAYNE
ITVMT

m

VHuHAN-BALIN

—WEDNESDAY—
Paul Newman, James Woodward
and Sidney Poltirr

IN
'■PARIS BLUES"

PLAN 8TLT*ENT CRAFTSMAN'S FAIR—Members of the planning- committee are shown planning the
third annual Central Kentucky Student Craftsman's Fair, to be held tomorrow at Eastern. From left, they
are: John D. Rowlett, Ralph W. Whalin, Ersal W. Klndel, Carl Kilbourne, William E. Sexton, chairman,
James R. Hall, Sale R. Patrick, Willard E. Swinford, Thomas E. Myers and James H. Davis. Klndel, Kilbourne and Hall are from the Rerea College Industrial Arts faculty, while the others are from Eastern.

1,200 Expected For
Craftsman's Fair
The third annual Central Kentucky Student Craftsman's Fair,
scheduled to be held this Saturday at Eastern, is expected to attract about 1,200 persons.
A Joint project between Eastern
and Berea College, the fair makes
its first appearance on the Richmond campus. The completion of
a new addition to the Eastern
Fitzpatrick Arts Building has provided- the necessary facilities and
space to bring: the fair here, after
being held at Berea the first two
years.
Purpose of the fair is to promote interest in industrial arts in
Kentucky.
Exhibits
Some 300 project commitments
have been made by 30 schools,
according to Bill Sexton, of the
Eastern industrial arts department, who is chairman of the program. There will also be nine
commercial exhibits.
Judges from Morehead, Murray
and Western State Colleges will
examine the projects this afternoon and awards will be presented
tomorrow afternoon at 1:30 in the
outdoor amphitheater. There are
54 divisions in the competition.
Members of the planning committee are Ralph W. Whalin, John
D. Rowlett, Dale R. Patrick, Willard E. Swinford, Thomas E.
Myers, James H. Davis and Sexton, all of Eastern, and Ersal W.
Klndel, Carl Kilbourne and James
R. Hall, of Berea College.
The public is invited to examine
the exhibits tomorrow mornimr.
EARN 1-1,000 THIS SUMMER!
Several neat appearing college
students with cars to assist in
summer rush.
SEE MR. JOHNSON
Hlnes Moid—Room 22
Interviews May 16 at 4 & 6 p.m.

THURS. And FRIDAY!
Two Features!
1 KIIM 111 ; L
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Coming Sunday, May 20
"SWISS FAMILY
ROBINSON1

Friday, May 11, J90J

Award To Combs
For Our 'Cleaner
Greener Kentucky1

Southwest Teachers' Agency
1808 Central N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico
Serving Southwest, entire Went
And Alaska.
FREE REGISTRATION
Member: N.A.T.A.
SALARIES (4600. UP.

GLYNDON
BARBER SHOP
"FLAT - TOPS
Our SPECIALTY"
Underneath

GYLNDON HOTEL

A Match: Thinking
—A Business Career
Ry R. O. CHRISMAN
gist, the analytical skills of the
Commerce Department
economist, and the systems of InThere is definitely a difference formation collection and the conbetween becoming "trained" for trol methods of the expert accounta "first job" and in acquiring an
education that will open up possi- ant. It Is the development of anabilities for maximum achievement lytical minds—not trained robots—
in the business world. The former that should be the objective of a
goal, namely training for the "first school of commerce.
job", entails merely learning the
It is the student with an ana."how" and the development of elementary skills necessary for the lytical mind that will progress
performance of certain tasks con- most rapidly in the business World.
nected with a particular type of He is the one who will be called
on to solve pressing problems
work.
On the other hand, if maximi- which are not even known about
zation of achievement In the busi- today. It is the young men and
ness world Is the objective of a women who have a superior libstudent in a school of commerce eral arts education and who have
he will seek the type of education achieved the ability to use the anathat will make It possible for him lytical tools in the areas of ecoto fit into most any type of situ- nomics, statistics, accounting, psyation. He will be able to solve prob- chology, and mathematics that will
lems of any type situation. He will move beyond the "first job" Into
be able to solve problems which positions of managerial leadership
are not known about at the time where wise decision-making is rehe receives his formal education. quired in order that business can
successfully meet Its responsibilA Challenge
New situations will be a chall- ities'to society.
Too Eager
enge to him, but he will be equipCwith the tools with Which toEvery student of commerce
should
demand
thiB type of edudie new and different problems
as they arise. His education will cation. He should not be too eager
not be so narrow and so greatly to merely team a skill that will
specialized that it will be difficult, make It possible for him to get that
if not impossible, for him to ad- "first job". Time spent on a basic
just to changed circumstances. liberal arts education and on learnOne of the outstanding qualities of ing the fundamentals of analytical
a well-educated business student thinking will bring a reward that
is the acquired ability to make is unlimited both in- the form of
adjustments to unforseeable con- personal satisfaction and monetary return.
ditions.
This type of education demands
I believe that this is true because
that the student of commerce ob- it is only this type of training that
tain first of all a good liberal arts will equip the student with the
education. He should be well train- tools demanded of the most imed in the communicative skills, portant positions in the business
history, government, sociology, world. As a student of higher busianthropology, psychology, philos- ness education, one should aspire
ophy, economics, science, the arts, to and train for top leadership pomathematics, etc. This type of sitions in Ms chosen career. Betraining is basic for any type of ware of the mere "first job" amprofessional career. It should be bitions and set your long-rang*
a prerequisite for any type of sights toward the most^important
specialized training in any area. horizons; then, equip yourself
Even in the specialized courses m with the analytical tools necessary
the field'of business, the emphasis for their achievement. In this way.
should be placed on basic princi- you can maximize the probability
ples, not merely the explanation of of "arriving".
the "how" to do this or that specific job.
About two tablespoons of readyBusiness today In a rapidly
changing world needs the tech- prepared chocolate syrup is about
niques of problem solving of the right for a cup of milk when you
mathematician, the research meth- are making the beverage for your
od of the psychologist and sociolo- youngsters.

Governor Combs placed the responsibility for clean-up and
beautificaUon of Kentucky at the
local level when, in accepting the
"Keep America Beautiful" award
in New York, he said it is good
business to have clean roads for
tourl'Jts, clean towns for potential
industrial prospects snd a clean
state for the morale of Kontuckians.
In accepting the award from the
National Advisory Council of Keep
America Beautiful, Inc., the Governor promised that Kentucky is
not through with the Job. He said,
"Comes now the 'long pull of
maintaining the somewhat exciting results which have been
achieved and of cleaning up and
beautifying a great deal more."
Cooperating orgonsations
A great many
organizations
have cooperated to make the
beautificaUon drive a success.
Public education on> its importance,
engendered by clean-up efforts of
these organizations and the State
administration, have brought
about an awareness of the need
for beautifying the state.
The. Governor has proclaimed
April 15—May 5 as Clean-Up
Month. Local participation in this
renewed effort of clean-up and
beautlflcation is also essential
year-around of the community is
to achieve tne results such efforts
bring as outlined by the Governor
in his award acceptance—aid to
economic development, the lure of
more tourist travel within the
state and pride in a more beautiful
Commonwealth.
Governor Combs accepted the
beautificaUon award "in behalf of
every Kentucky citizen who at this
moment is using a litter bag, litter
barrel or trash can as his waste
receptacle rather than Kentucky's
40,395 square miles of beautiful
countryside."

6—EASTERN PROGRESS

YES OR NO, MR. CANDIDATE—Hopefuls for the Student Council elections /this week participated in a
question-and-answer period Wednesday, examining the points and platforms of the three campus parties.
From left to right are Jim Showalter, present Student Council president; S presidential candidates, Bob
Tolan (Representative); George WUcox (Progressive); and BUI Allison (Student); and John Rankin, questioning the candidates.

Eastern Coed Awarded
University Scholarship
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Gov. Exchanges

Pasquale's Restaurant

(Continued from Page One)
an older painting.
President-emeritus W. F. O'Donnell delivered a brief message and
Governor Combs said that Johnson
"was one of Kentucky's truly great
governors. He was the first governor I ever saw who acted like a
governor," he said. Combs related
an attempt to persuade Governor
Johnson to pardon a friend who
was convicted for stealing hogs.
"The request was turned down,"
Combs said, "but I was accepted
with open arms and Governor Johnson won a life-time friend then."
The painting, given by Mrs. Robert Babbage, Gov. Johnson's daughter, was painted by William T.
Welch, of Lexington, a member of
the Royal Art Society of London,
England. Unveiling the painting
were grandchildren of the Johnsons' Robert and Keen Babbage.
President Martin accepted on
behalf of the college saying that
it was a great honor to accept
the great painting that will hang
forever in the student union building named in Johnson's honor.

COME fN AND GET ACQUAINTED!
Miss Chrlsta Belle Montgomery,
senior Eastern honor student from
Louisville, has been awarded a
$1,000 Azile M. Wofford Scholarship in library science to the University of Kentucky.
A 1998 graduate of DuPont Manual High School, Miss Montgomery
is an elementary education major
at Eastern. She will work toward
the master's degree in library
science at the University of Kentucky and plans to become a public school librarian.
She Is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. W. Bruce Montgomery, 700
Creel Avenue, Louisville.

DIAMOND
V Win your letters in style I

Good Food, Pleasant Atmosphere and
Quick Service.

SATURDAY SPECIAL

i/2 CHICKEN... 99c
French Fries, Col* Skrw, Garlic Bread, and Coffee

CITY TAXI
623-1400

Veterans Cab

BRIDAL SETS,
WEDDING BANDS,

Sharpen up in
trim'n tapered

Longines, Bulova, Elgin

WATCHES!

Kentucky Cab

24 Hr. Service

POST-GRAD SLACKS
You're every inch a man in PostGrads, America's favorite slacks!
Slim, smart and traditionally
styled with belt loops and cuffs.
In washable Du Pont Oacron*
polyester blends; also in a slew
of colorful all-cotton fabrics. Get
yours at stores that know the
score... $4.95 to $10.95.

Phono 623-1567

South 2nd Street

KESSLER
JEWELERS

You're As Close to Your Parents
and Friends as you are to a
telephone.

(Richmond's ONLY
Cut Rate Jewelry!
Next to Begley's.
Special Discount to
Students.

Southern Bell Tel. Company
Richmond, Ky.

312 Water Street

Don't bo misled by mere... imitation!
There is only on* Fat Boy Sandwich
and It's available ONLY at Jerry's.
"Tareyton's Dual Filter in duas partes divisa est!"

rays turf king Virgilius (Big Wheel) Plutarch. "Try the
Appian Way to fine tobacco taste—Dual Filter Tareytons,"
says Big Wheel. "From the Alps to the Aqueduct, we smoke
them summo cum gaudio. Try Tarey ton, one filter cigarette
that really delivers de gustibus!"
PHONE

DUAL FILTER ^* rn

Tareyton
fh*»y «&.■&■■■««.
■■_

6231707
WEST MAIN AT CITY LIMITS

RICHMOND, KENTUCKY

